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PEACH MAG2

EDITOR’S NOTE
 

 Dear Reader,
 
 
 I write this editor’s note as we retire the blushes and bronzes of Season 2’s color    
 scheme for the wintry palette of Season 3. Like the cycles of fruits and perennials, the   
	 change	of	colors	on	our	website	always	moves	me	to	reflect	on	all	that’s	passed	and
 what’s to come for Peach Mag.

 As a team, we’ve had many reasons to celebrate our sophomore year of operation.   
 For one, we were blown away by the quality of this year’s submissions and are    
 honored to have published more than one hundred stirring, magical, and dynamic   
 pieces of literature and art. We feel so blessed by the generosity of these brilliant   
 writers and artists in allowing us to share their work.

 In the spring, we launched our inaugural poetry prize, The Peach Gold in Poetry,
 which was guest-judged by American literary icon Morgan Parker. The poets who
 were awarded this year’s Gold, Silver, and Bronze—Kelly X., Sasha Debevec-
 McKenney, and Sara Mae—are all featured in this collection.

 We made it to Tampa for AWP and presented on a panel with Buffalo legends from
 Just Buffalo Literary Center and Talking Leaves . . . Books. We tabled at Whale Prom,
 went to a bunch of readings, got starry-eyed as we shook hands with some of our con-
	 tributors	for	the	first	time,	and	misty-eyed	as	we	hugged	dozens	of	our	readers.

 Before leaving for Tampa, we announced a big upcoming project: With You: An An-
 thology of Withdrawn Poetry. The anthology will rehome a collection of poems that   
 were withdrawn from presses and journals after the publisher or editor was exposed  
 as a predator. With You is our contribution to the #MeToo movement, which contin-
 ues to make us more mindful of what it means to be in positions of power within a
	 scene,	and	more	specifically,	about	the	responsibilities	we	have	as	publishers	of	art.
 The book comes out in the fall of Season 3 in celebration of the anniversary of Harvey 
	 Weinstein’s	firing.

 We’ve continued to publish “Peach Picks,” our weekly column of literary news and
 micro-reviews in The Public, Buffalo’s beloved altweekly newspaper. We also pro-
 grammed an exciting sophomore season of our Episodes reading series, hosting vis-
 iting writers such as Chelsea Hodson, Jamie Mortara, Jay Ritchie, and many others
 alongside some of our favorite heroes within the Buffalo literary scene.

 I asked my team of kick*ss editors what their favorite part of Season 2 was, and my   
 cofounders Bre and Matthew pointed to IRL moments:
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 “A highlight for me was attending Whale Prom and AWP where we got to meet and   
 spend time with several of the authors we’ve published and hosted,” Bre said. “Given   
 that we mostly operate online, it meant a lot to me to see how what we do takes    
 shape in the real world. Meeting people like Liz Bowen, Chelsea Hodson, and Mark   
 Cugini were big moments for me.”

 Matthew shared with me a beautiful memory from our winter Episode:

  An early December blizzard was raging out on Main Street and we had set up shop
  in the window front of a cozy art gallery/S&M boutique. The space had been rebuilt
  from the bones of a DIY music venue I’d frequented often when I was still new to
	 	 Buffalo,	and	it	was	the	perfect	fit	for	us.	The	evening	saw	a	mix	of	out-of-town	read-
  ers, a haunting musical performance, a drag show, and a steady frequency of good
  will that emanated from the slush slick entrance of the gallery and all the way to the
  makeshift bar we’d conjured at the register in the back. It felt like a happy accident   
  we’d built out of passion and good faith. It felt like Old Buffalo and New Buffalo shak-
  ing hands. It felt like family. More than anything, it felt like we were a part of some-
  thing that had started long before Peach was born, during that heat-delirious summer
  two years ago.

 I asked RE what they liked about working with us this year, presuming they had,    
 and they said: “These sweet people care about work that destabilizes the center.    
 Peach is a sequined stone fruit dripping with glamor and sincerity and the best after   
 school hangout I’ve found.”

 More than a memory from Season 2, I’m left with this feeling and hope that maybe all 
 of us—editors, contributors, and readers—have found some sense of community
 within this after school hangout. In the editor’s note of the June 2018 issue of the 
 Shabby Doll Reader, Lucy K Shaw wrote, “If you’re ever lonely, I can highly recom-
 mend starting a lit mag.” It continues to be a privilege to work on Peach Mag—to
 cultivate a community of readers and writers—and I get to do it all with friends 
 whom I continuously respect, trust, and admire.

 I keep returning to what Bookin said about how our winter Episode felt like a happy 
 accident built out of passion and good faith . . . like family. So I guess, you know, what he 
 said.

 As always, thank you for reading, and for everything you do and are.
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AEON GINSBERG
 

 Poem in Which I Transition into Water
 
 
 & you’re everywhere to me / when I close my eyes / 
 it’s you I see / & when while that’s well and good
 my body doesn’t yet sprawl horizon across itself yet / 
	 doesn’t	yet	flow	out	from	me	in	a	way	that	holds	itself	/	
 but holds onto itself moreso than necessary / how hard /
 it is to take a bath / when you are the bath / when I close
 my eyes / I too see myself as I want / I am want to believe / 
	 in	the	reality	of	my	liquid	self	/	how	fluid	I	must	be	to	fill	/	
 the shape of containers placed around me
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 Poem in Which I Transition into Being Possessed
 
 
 The chest is where we commune with spirits,
 so I hope to grow into fuller breasts. Fill me
 with something that has died and chosen to stay.
 
 The body is a vessel as much as it is a movement.
 It is a sphere of doors, the always open
 horizon. My mouth is an always open vessel.
 
	 I	look	for	gaze	because	I	cannot	find	my	own.
 My body is a vessel, drink from it, I cannot.
 I cannot stand this horizon, so I become one.
 
 If someone decides the body they are born in is wrong, 
 is the body the vessel of a poltergeist? Who is the spirit 
 in possession if the body was unwanted to begin with?
 
 A spirit will touch you in many ways, but to touch
 me would be to fall off of the earth. Fall off the earth.
 Fall off of any idea that I am something to consume.
 
 Everyone knew that they were trans in different ways, 
 and for me, I only knew of the self and of me, next to it
 but not it. My body is next to me and I get to watch 
 
	 as	it	works	to	become	a	cup	I	can	fill	or	be	carried	into.
 Dissociation and possession are cousins, one is a goblet
 and the other a chalice. Cups reversed, always.
 
 I want to commune with someone that has died
 and by their will or not, know that they can actualize
	 a	form	that	fits	their	gender	identity	best.
 
 When I say I want to be like the wind but, not the wind,
 I mean to say that the noises I make and not the ones
 I want to be heard from my mouth.
 
 At night I stay awake listening for any noise. It could be
 the wind, or it could be a ghost, or it could be my blood.
 If you put your ear against my ear, there’s the wind.
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 We talk to spirits with our chest, my breaths are shallow
 silent moments through my panic. If air is wind, and air is breath,
 my body swallows the wind. I want to be what I eat.

AEON GINSBERG (THEY/THEM) IS A TRANS
FEMININE AGENDER WRITER AND PERFORMER 

FROM BALTIMORE CITY, MD. THEY ARE THE AUTHOR 
OF THE CHAPBOOKS UNTIL THE COWS COME HOME 

(ELATION PRESS, 2016) AND LOATHE/LOVE/LATHE 
(NOSTROVIA! PRESS, 2017). AEON IS A TAURUS, A 

BARISTA, A BARTENDER, AND A BITCH.
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BELLA BRAVO
 
 

Spirals

Nothing had been unusual the last time Francis 
and I had sex. I never used protection and told 
the few men who asked that I was sterile. I per-
petuated this myth, my genetic predisposition 
for	 infertility,	 and	 specifically,	 as	 provided	 to	
those who timidly pressed for concrete support, 
that I shared certain menstrual symptoms with 
a barren aunt. 

The part about the sterility of my aunt was 
true. In the course of immigrating to the US, my 
grandparents and mom, Esperanza, had aban-
doned an older sister. They wouldn’t tell me 
her name, a sham shelter. Then on my twelfth 
birthday, my mom banned baths, though I had 
not yet started to menstruate, as a precaution-
ary measure.

When Esperanzita was small, still toddling like 
a peanut with big eyes, she found her older sis-
ter bathing in blood. She dropped the roll of 
cheese fresh from the market in the dirt and 
cried as her older sister scuttled into the house, 
hands like leaves in the wind covering as many 
shifting body parts as they could. My mom’s 
eyes	 had	 flickered	 every	 time	 she	 recited	 the	
story to me. The older sister was hospitalized at 
fifteen	for	abdominal	pain	and	blood	loss.	The	
doctors found her womb uncontained, bits of 
lining adrift outside of itself, and told her that 
she would never give birth. Her womb wouldn’t 
have survived the high altitude of the migratory 
flight	 to	 the	US	due	to	 increased	risk	of	blood	
clots. The aunt went to live with family in the 
south, even though it was closer to the jungle. 
Esperanzita didn’t know her sister wouldn’t 
join her and their parents until after they had 
boarded the plane. Esperanzita blamed the bath 
explicitly and her witness to the bath implicitly. 
During a long or heavy period, I believed I could 
have	little	bits	floating	around	inside	me	before	
they circled the drain. I believed I could prove it 
by guarding my myth like the cave entrance to 

a shrine in the earth, a sanctity both insulated 
and exposed.

I could tell Francis never trusted me. He would 
aim for the shower wall, sheets, or, during our 
breakup, the braided blue rug in my living room. 
I had scrubbed at the wet spot on the rug with 
an old t-shirt and lied to him again: We would 
keep in touch.

The same spirals of blue scrap cloth, now, radi-
ated under the phone and me. I blew out a cedar 
stick for the smoke smell. My toes pushed into 
the rug, small to big like the impatient roll-tap 
of a hand on an important desk. At 28 weeks, 
I didn’t have a plan. To sit up, I craned arm to 
my side and leveraged my round stomach from 
the	 floor	 inch	 by	 inch.	 Every	 movement	 was	
weighed differently now; everything had to be 
arranged. I reached for my phone.

“Hello?”

I had woken him up. My back twitched. “What 
time is it there?” 

“Why?	 Are	 you	 booking	 a	 flight?”	 Francis’s	
voice shifted to alert, crisp even. I massaged 
underneath my shoulder blade. 

“Francis, I need to have an actual conversation 
with you.”

When Francis asked me to move to Osaka, I had 
held my face perfectly still, a tight weave. With 
him. For a job. He had broached the subject, as 
I would have expected him to: on the sofa over 
Chinese	and	wine.	His	finger	had	pulled	a	stray	
string from the sofa cushion. A career. A life. His 
words.	His	fingers	circled	the	loose	hair	at	the	
base of my neck. After three years, this was the 
out I had been waiting for. I said I couldn’t leave 
my mom alone in this country. Francis withdrew
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every part of his body in unison like a murmu-
ration of starlings onto the next tree. He could 
always tell when I was lying. Since my par-
ents’ divorce, Esperanza was better than ever. 
I couldn’t hide anything from him. How could 
I live like that, so exposed? My thought. I had 
slipped	 my	 fingers	 through	 his	 curls	 and	 my	
thigh	across	his	as	 I	pulled	him	to	the	floor,	a	
consolation for our breakup. We hadn’t spoken 
since.

“You’ve made it clear we don’t have much to 
talk about.”

I exhaled deeply into the receiver. “Instead of 
interpreting what I say, could you listen.” My 
stomach itched; my back ached. My body scat-
tered and took all my attention to collect. He 
would only oblige me if it suited him. What 
would it feel like to be intact? “And, that’s not a 
question, Francis. Full Stop.” 

“We’re still friends, right?” The phone hummed 
during his pause. “I think that’s your word.”

I couldn’t help a curt exhale through my nose. 
He had seemed aware of his emotions, eager to 
name mine. The containment attracted and re-
pelled me. I scratched at the taut skin across my 
stomach.

“Abbey, the thought of coming to visit a friend 
shouldn’t anger you.” As he said “friend,” the 
stiffness	 in	 his	 vocal	 cord	 ran	 like	 a	 fingertip	
across my collarbone. Francis embodied the lim-
inal space between aggression and attraction. 
We had met after the Pony Express 100-mile 
ultra.	 I	 finished	 six	hours	 ahead	 and	wouldn’t	
have noticed Francis if a mutual friend hadn’t 
introduced	 us.	 That	 night’s	 campfire	 air,	 the	
desert’s pink dash of Indian paintbrush, and my 
pervasive muscle tightness contributed to the 
impact of our meeting. We found that we en-
joyed long slow runs together with the runner’s 
high	kicking	in	after	forty-five	minutes	or	so.

A	software	firm	offered	Francis	two	years	abroad	
to learn a language and culture, so he could as-
sist with synergy development between foreign 
offices.	When	Osaka	office	requested	him,	I	had	
insisted he go. After that, the smell of smoke, 
especially	 from	 a	wood	 fire,	would	 annoy	me,	
reminding me of him. The attachment hovering 
in the air around my skin, scooping me up like 
a spider string spun nearly six thousand miles 
away. My shoulder blade twitched with stress 
like a tug on the string.

“Did you open my gift?”

“I’m saving it.”

“You’re avoiding it.”

“I have something I want to talk about.” I put 
the phone on speaker and set it on the rug next 
to me.

“It’s a blue teacup. It was expensive. You should 
use it.”

I inclined into my arms and let my neck fall 
back. Each part of me—head, crown, neck, col-
lar and down the skeletal structure—started to 
release from the rest.

We	 were	 going	 to	 be	 that	 couple	 fighting	 in	
public.

He had seemed aware 
of his emotions, eager to 

name mine.
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The nature of what I 
don’t know and the sun

 I slept at the center of the earth—
 
 Pulled equally on all sides by gravity, 
afloat	in	the	invisible	phenomena	that	turns	all	
things toward one another, every side folding in 
and folding out—
 
 I pushed through soil and tar and 
water, underneath the air bubbled and broke 
against my eardrum, clicked like a whisper—
 
 I broke through—in a cascade of 
sound, like a family of deer, hooves thunder 
crush	brush,	halo	eyes	head	first,	as	hinds	shut-
ter down a wooded ridge off a strange meadow 
that I’d just stumbled into—
 
	 The	morning	 hit	 me;	 a	 black	 Infiniti	
carved at the bike lane to avoid a small dog.
 
 I lifted my body from the street. My 
muscles shook as though still straining to sus-
tain their structural integrity against a nearly 
overwhelming force. The silent vibrations of my 
body held me in place.  
 
	 I	 felt	strange	as	traffic	rushed	around	
me. Sulfur seeped from the sewer. My jaw con-
tracted. A concussive stare. I thought simply: I 
had to get to my job, so I could leave early for 
the march.
 
	 I	worked	at	a	legal	aid	office	in	a	pre-
dominantly black neighborhood. I lived a few 
bus stops away, but I biked for the most part. 
My handlebars wobbled through the city along 
my usual route. I wondered about fate and its 
invisible work. I wondered if it was fate’s inter-
action, whether opposed or unopposed, that de-
termined the change of a subject over time, for 
example	if	fate	held	up	these	row	houses,	filled	
the air with sirens, directed who was expend-
able, controlled social relations of value like my 
whiplash—my back teeth locked down, unable 
to release the lesson—just because I can’t see 

something, that doesn’t mean it isn’t real and 
hard—
 
 At a corner store, I passed the ener-
gy from the car accident into the countertop. 
Its stability was enough to carry me from this 
moment to the next. I picked out a banana for 
breakfast and paid the old clerk. 
 
	 While	 I	waited	 for	his	 index	finger	 to	
slide each coin from the cash drawer and make 
my change, I leaned, palms pressed on the 
plexiglass, a surface, something solid and level, 
matter	flattened	to	signify	equilibrium,	a	state	
of balance between contradictory yet equal dy-
namic forces.
 
 Through my double vision, I tried to 
read the tag of the store’s resident dog, a mop-
brown shih tzu. 
 
 “Penelope,” said the old clerk as his 
sunspotted hand slipped the banana and coin 
my way. 
 
 I imagined that the old clerk and I 
were close at one time—
 
 Imagined a now in which he sees me 
and says, you look so strange—
 
 Imagined we, the three of us, the old 
clerk, Penelope, and me, sit at a cedar picnic 
table in a fragile smear of half-farm and half-
wood, during the dry summer of the Puget 
Sound lowlands, twin rivers purling, snaking 
toward each other within earshot—
 
	 The	 old	man	 tells	me	 about	 the	 first	
time Odysseus and Penelope meet after the 
war and his wandering, they each say the oth-
er looks strange—I ask if the strangeness was 
the effect of the world bore on their faces or if 
the strangeness was the lingering bits of them-
selves that they could still see in the other—He 
says we seldom see our world at work unless 
writ on ourselves—I assume we’re against the 
world—The old man disagrees—I insist and 
point to the ways that the world makes us 
strange to one another—The old man trusts 
how people change, trusts how we change one 
another—My face gets hot and I demand to 
know how we are supposed to trust someone 
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else—The old man trusts everyone to see them-
selves as they change and remain—We agree to 
disagree—He massaged Penelope with his feet; 
under the table shade, she luxuriates, her hair 
flowing	and	pink	tongue	out—
 
 We then compare the moment when 
a hero meets a person with the moment when 
two people meet—
 
 I ask if he feels guilty meeting some-
one—He doesn’t understand—I try to explain 
with a metaphor, so I point to the woods at our 
periphery—as I pause the ambient woodland 
sound swells: the trees creak, rivers babble, and 
small birds and ground animals chatter—I say 
imagine the woods are the world, we are both 
in the woods, we are lost, then we wander into a 
meadow, our lines of sight are clear, and we had 
spent our entire lives up to that moment lost, 
we had been so lost that we had not realized 
what it was to not be lost, then we meet and 
we wish we had known each other, do we feel 
guilty for not witnessing everything prior—He 
understands that this isn’t about meeting but 
it’s about my glimpse at the previously invisi-
ble—He advises me to keep my guilt in a well-
lit, well-ventilated area, otherwise guilt turns 
to shame—I try to look into his eyes, but the 
sun at my back blackens my silhouette in his 
glasses—Penelope crawls into my lap—I nuzzle 
my face between her soft shoulders—I turned 
to him aware that he can see me and I am only 
starting to see him—
 
 I tossed the banana and coins into the 
small galaxy of my bag and felt jettisoned into 
the day. 
 
 At work, I divided my brain. No one 
saw this. They only saw that I was a lawyer, that 
I advocated zealously during an eviction hear-
ing. A notepad slipped off my knee and hit the 
courtroom	floor	 like	an	ultimatum	responding	
to a crisis. 
 
 I had cleared my afternoon so I could 
bike across town and deliver a banner depicting 
the face of young black man killed by the police. 
 
 The young man’s death had hap-
pened two days ago at noon on the sidewalk. 
The sun high and beating. The death happened 

a	few	blocks	from	my	office.	On	the	day,	I	had	
not seen the killing, but the incident was close 
enough for me to feel an effect. I had adapted 
my daily route to pass the site. My morning 
path synced with the memorial’s visitors, and 
through the repetition I witnessed hundreds of 
people: replenish the piles of chrysanthemums 
as the petals started to brown and curl, re-chalk 
the sidewalk messages as the brightness in the 
school-yard colors faded from red to pink to 
concrete, and accumulate pictures of the de-
ceased: some framed, some newspaper clip-
pings, some wrinkled from the home-printer 
ink. The public altar grew as needed like a burl 
on a tree.  

 

 Since the death, the city had felt both 
crowded and empty. It was both greater than 
one person and not. The city could crush a 
person like a natural disaster or all of the peo-
ple could weather the storm, could escape the 
surface long enough to let it pass. As I left my 
office,	 I	 imagined	 a	 horizon—an	 outside	 and	
therefore an inside, twin thoughts connected, 
like two ends of a rope, to events outside of 
my control—which caused my jaw to contract 
again. 
 
 Four p.m. heat radiated from the sun 
and pitch. Sweat saturated the undercarriage 
of my bra, so I took off it in Ari’s kitchen. Ari 
would drop the banner from a building near the 
march without permission from the building’s 

I say imagine the woods are 
the world, we are both in the 
woods, we are lost, then we 
wander into a meadow, our 

lines of sight are clear, and we 
had spent our entire lives up to 
that moment lost, we had been 
so lost that we had not realized 
what it was to not be lost, then 
we meet and we wish we had 
known each other, do we feel 
guilty for not witnessing every-

thing prior—
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owner. Ari left and I waited according to her 
plan.
 
 When it was time to head over, I re-
turned the bra to my skin and recoiled from my 
sweat transformed by time and distance into 
something chilling and strange.
 
 Thousands of bodies gravitated to the 
city’s	financial	 district,	where	 all	 solid	objects	
collided around me: people running, cardboard 
signs, sidewalk slabs, dark-armored police vans, 
jerry-rigged	 amplifier-in-shopping-cart	 sound	
systems, spilt gasoline, aerosol paint handker-
chiefs, and the maced oxygen from the air to 
create	 fire.	 I	 floated	 as	 the	 revolt	 suspended	
time, demands, my former sense of catastro-
phe. The rotation of the earth seemed to slow, 
creating time in between seconds, alleviating 
the pull of earth’s center, allowing orientations 
toward power to welter—
 
 The old clerk sailed past me and sent 
$150 in standard rolls of U.S. coin bound to-
gether with electrical tape through a bank win-
dow. The crystalline structure of a single pane 
of glass slipped and scattered into many sym-
bols of the pane on the sidewalk and the street, 
again I heard a series of falls like the sound of 
deer suddenly breaking through a ridge of black 
shallow trees.
 
	 The	 small	 chunks	 of	 glass	 reflected	
bits	 of	 the	 fireworks	 from	 the	march	 and	 the	
people meeting and the banner waving the im-
age of a person, a reminder of what is at stake, 
and the bank’s double doors and the red-blue 
lights in the night air, garnering the situation as 
both broken and whole. The break created more 
surfaces	to	reflect	upon.	I	saw	the	pieces	in	my	
peripheral vision but I turned away as the sec-
ond pane of the window fell. 
 
 It fell as any mass does when called 
by its planet and the sun—It fell easily and 
bounced against the ground, showing its light-
ness—like how my soles rebounded off the 
street—I imagined deer sprinting and crash-
ing nearby—I felt lightheaded but struck hard 
against the concrete to keep pace with the feet 
of the old clerk—trusting his movement with-
out a perceptible reason—

BELLA BRAVO WAS BORN IN CALIFORNIA,
GREW UP IN UTAH, AND NOW LIVES AND WRITES 

IN BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA. THEIR WORDS HAVE 
BEEN PUBLISHED OR PERFORMED BY MONSTER 

HOUSE PRESS, MASK MAG, LIMESTONE POST, 
DRIFTLESS MAGAZINE, SITCOM THEATER, AND OF 

COURSE PEACH MAG.
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BOB RAYMONDA
 
 

Chekov’s Beard

Kelly was always a bit of an exaggerator, so you 
must forgive us for not believing her right away. 
She’d just arrived at the party we were throw-
ing for Blithe and Colton, three hours late by 
the way, and interrupted all of us mid-conver-
sation. She stood in the center of the room and 
announced, with gusto: I have the most amazing 
thing to share.
 The room sat silent. We’d heard 
enough of Kelly’s stories to know the drill. She’d 
probably been in West Hollywood and seen Ric-
ki Lake vomiting into the back of a cab again. 
Or, maybe, she’d been at work and watched 
someone get a funny object removed from their 
rectum. It was always the same with Kelly, tell-
ing us fascinating tales that she took no actual 
part in. Truth be told, Kelly was a bit of a drag, 
and we kept her around to feel better about our-
selves more than anything else.
 Well, she said, raising her eyebrows 
and looking each of us in the eye, Aren’t any of 
you going to ask me what it is?
 Blithe cleared her throat and rubbed 
her bulging stomach. We didn’t have the heart 
to tell her, but at the last party we threw, when 
she and Colton couldn’t make it because she 
was on a work retreat in Cabo, we all placed 
bets on what kind of alien spawn they had cre-
ated. I put $20 down on a mutant half donkey, 
half turtle hybrid. Shabbs said that it was all 
cyclops. Kelly, annoying as she was, declined to 
comment.
 Obviously, it was all in good fun, and 
we knew that there would be no winner to that 
bet, but Kelly had to go and be a real downer. 
Had made us feel so bad about the joke that it 
was her idea to throw them this gender reveal 
party	in	the	first	place.	And	here	she	was,	hours	
late, and now hijacking the whole thing for 
whatever this could be.
 Colton piped up, Alright, Kelly. I’ll bite, 
what is it this time?
 Kelly let out a loud sigh like she could 

tell that none of us cared what she had to say. 
Like she wanted to take all of our drinks out of 
our hands so we couldn’t stare at them any lon-
ger. Would instead have to stare directly at her.
 Well, if you’re not interested, you can 
go back to talking about whatever boring shit you 
were talking about before I got here.          
 Shabbs cracked his knuckles: Could 
you please get it over with already, Kelly?
	 Smiling	now,	she	held	up	a	finger	and	
ran to the kitchen. When she returned, she had 
a large forest green lit candle without a can-
delabra, something that would certainly piss 
Blithe off. She turned the dimmers down so the 
room was dark save for the slowly melting wax.
 It all started out like any other blind date 
. . . she began. She paced around as she spoke 
like she always did. Had to make sure that she 
was the center of attention, that not one of us 
were looking at our phones or getting up to 
go to the bathroom. We chatted about how his 
mother was my mother’s podiatrist, and what we 
both did for a living. He ordered the tuna tartare, 
and I asked to have a bite even though I knew it 
would gross me out. I wanted to seem cultured and 
open to trying new things.
 Hah, that’s not what I’ve heard about 
you, Vicky muttered.
 Excuse me? Kelly asked, stopping dead 
in her tracks.
 Oh, nothing . . . Vicky exclaimed. Is this 
story ever going to go anywhere?
 If you’d stop interrupting me, it would. 
Kelly muttered, staring daggers at Vicky. We all 
knew the source of tension between them was 
the fact that Vicky had given Kelly’s ex, Trip, a 
hand job last winter on our ski trip, but no one 
brought that up. Anyways, before I was so rudely 
cut off, I was mentioning the tuna tartare? Right?
 All quiet around the room until we 
said in disinterested unison: Yep.
 Well, it had the most incredible mango 
chutney on top of it. And I could see that this dude 
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was eating it up. I mean, really, going to town on 
this food. And I appreciated that you know? Be-
cause most people are hyper aware of what they 
look like on a first date and never really enjoy what 
they’ve ordered. Too busy worrying about looking 
like a slob to really savor it.
 Shabbs again: Kelly.
 Kelly sighed: But then I noticed he had 
something on his beard. He was in the middle of 
telling me about that one time when he had shin-
gles for a whole summer. How he’d been working 
as a lifeguard at a waterpark and unknowingly 
infected thirty people with the chicken pox. But in 
the moment it was like interesting, not like, gross, 
you know? So instead of stopping him to point out 
the chutney, I reached over and wiped it off with a 
napkin myself.
 Blithe laughed and spat: Kelly, I swear 
to god, if the whole point of this story is that the 
two of you fucked in the bathroom because you 
touched his face unprovoked, I’m gonna kill you.
 Kelly had enough sense, thank god, 
not to say anything nasty to our guest of honor, 
but she did ignore her and kept going: And he 
blushed a little bit, so I motioned for him to keep 
telling his story. But I couldn’t get this little grat-
ing noise out of my head, so I glanced down at the 
napkin and you’ll never guess what I saw . . .
 Kelly paused for dramatic effect. The 
only sense of anticipation in the room was for 
whenever	she’d	stop	 talking.	When	she	finally	
accepted that no one was going to urge her on, 
she continued: Inside the napkin, surrounded by 
a swirl of mango chutney, was the partial wreck-
age of this tiny town. It had been inside of this 
guy’s beard. Had progressed to the point of simple 
architecture and rudimentary tools. There were 
men there, and women, and children too. And the 
sound that I heard? It was them screaming bloody 
murder. Because there they were inside of the nap-
kin, torn away from their homes and their loved 
ones and some of them were bleeding and, as hor-
rible as this guy and I felt, there was nothing we 
could do about it.
 There was an ice cream cake thawing 
on the kitchen counter with chocolate frost-
ing and a vanilla inside dyed the color of Blithe 
and Colton’s baby’s gender. We’d forgotten to 
check on how it was doing because, as much as 
Kelly was a bit of a bummer, she was a pretty 
good storyteller. And now? The cake was melt-
ing and, had we been in the kitchen, we’d have 
noticed that little pools of blue were starting to 

leak out from underneath the fondant.
 And so I took a magnifying glass out of 
my purse, because a girl in my profession always 
carries around a magnifying glass, of course, and 
I held it as close to this guy’s beard as I could and 
you guys . . . There was a whole fucking world in 
there. There were skyscrapers and billboards 
and tiny little tenement buildings. There were art 
galleries and fast food joints, and when I looked 
closely enough, I could almost see a paper air-
plane competition happening in one of its many 
manicured parks. There was a second line playing 
tiny little music to commemorate a funeral, and 
there were tiny men and women in a fire truck, 
trying to douse the flames caused by the friction 
of my napkin tearing away part of the outskirts of 
their town.
 Shabbs suddenly remembered the 
whole reason we were having this party and 
turned the lights back on in a hurry. He ran into 
the kitchen and shouted: Fuck!
	 Blithe	 looked	 terrified,	 and	 let’s	 be	
honest, that was a little bit overdramatic of her, 
and yet so Blithe. What’s wrong? she shrieked.
 Shabbs came out into the living room, 
cake in hand, and sighed. At this point, it was 
a dull and lumpy mess, blue stained all on the 
cardboard platter that it came on. Blithe started 
crying, hyperventilating really, and the mood in 
the room went from vaguely interested to total-
ly 100% stressed out. We all started sighing and 
looking at Kelly like, wow, way to go, Kelly, this 
is	 totally	 your	 fault	 and	 you	 should	 definitely	
probably do something about it. And we hoped, 
every single one of us, that she would get the 
hint, but she didn’t.
 Kelly looked around the room again, 
her eyes all full of urgency, and she said: But 
you guys, wait, I totally didn’t get to get to the best 
part.
 Colton glared at Kelly like Are you 
fucking kidding me? But he didn’t say anything. 
He just sat there with his hand on Blithe’s back, 
rubbing it and dabbing a handkerchief into 
her snotty tears. Vicky took the initiative and 
walked over to Kelly, grabbed her shoulder, a lit-
tle too tightly if the group is to be believed (like, 
probably as hard as she gripped Trip if you know 
what we’re saying), and led her outside.        
 But Kelly, she just let her do it. She 
walked with Vicky to the door with her eyes all 
looking like a deer in the headlights. Like she 
was on the verge of tears herself because all she 
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wanted	to	do	was	finish	her	story	and	we	were	
all paying attention to Blithe again. Which, if 
we’re being honest here, we sort of empathized 
with Kelly over because, as much as we loved 
Blithe, she was a bit of a showboat most of the 
time. And Vicky? She opened that door and she 
pushed Kelly out into the hallway and she said, 
in a tone we’d collectively describe as a little 
too glib: I think we both know that it’s time for 
you to go.
 And so, Kelly went. And the rest of 
us here were left to clean up her mess. Shabbs 
quickly carved up the cake into manageable 
pieces. It was from Carvel, but for some rea-
son was still the most delicious ice cream cake 
many of us had ever had. And Blithe calmed 
down and ate a piece, and ate a second piece for 
her son (!!) and thanked us all for sending Kelly 
home, even though it was Kelly’s idea to have 
this	party	in	the	first	place.
 But Kelly didn’t stay gone for long. 
About an hour later she rang the doorbell and 
Vicky opened it up and looked at her like Are 
you actually fucking serious? But she didn’t say 
anything. She went to slam it right back in Kel-
ly’s face until Colton yelled: Wait, who’s that be-
hind her?
 And Kelly smiled and stepped to the 
side and we all saw that her date had come with 
her. And his beard was one of those hipster 
lumberjack beards that’s perfectly groomed but 
almost bigger than his entire head. And Kelly 
pushed Vicky aside and led her date in by the 
hand, whose name was Jared by the way, and 
she for once in her life just shut up. Silently, she 
handed Shabbs her pocket magnifying glass and 
said: Look.
 Shabbs didn’t do anything for a sec-
ond, but Jared nodded like Yeah dude it’s total-
ly fine, go ahead and get up in there. Neither of 
them said anything, but Shabbs kept getting 
closer and closer and oohing and ahhing until 
finally,	Kelly	told	him	to	be	careful	and	to	stop	
being so greedy. To give someone else a chance 
to see for themselves.
 So we all took our turn, except for 
Vicky, who was in the kitchen guzzling gin and 
crossing her arms over her chest. And Blithe, 
who wasn’t hyperventilating anymore, but was 
definitely	not	happy	that	Kelly	had	come	back	
to steal the attention away from her again. 
But then Kelly came over to where she was sit-
ting and told Jared to follow her and she took 

Blithe’s hand in hers and she gave her the mag-
nifying glass and said: I’m sorry for ruining your 
party, but I swear, you have to see this to believe it.
 And, we’ll kill you if you tell Kelly 
this, but it really was the most amazing fuck-
ing thing any of us had ever seen. We couldn’t 
get enough. We kept staring into Jared’s beard 
well into the night after Vicky had gone home 
in a huff and Blithe had fallen asleep, ice cream 
still stained on her lips. We kept identifying 
different amazing wonders of the world inside 
the beard, like a tiny ferris wheel or the grand 
opening ceremony for a combination laser tag/
bowling alley. And secretly, silently, all of us 
wished that we were small enough to be there, 
right now, and forever, away from all of the 
cares we had in the world. Kept warm and safe 
by the most manicured alternate dimension we 
had ever seen.
 And Kelly? She seemed a little too 
pleased with herself, so Shabbs told her to leave 
around midnight. And she pulled on Jared’s 
sleeve and batted her gaudy eyelashes like, Do 
you want to come home and maybe sleep with me? 
But he didn’t move an inch. And Shabbs? He 
said: Nah, Kelly, Jared can stay. It’s only you who 
has to go.
 So she put on her coat and she pouted 
while she did it, but she took the hint and she 
left. And the rest of us stayed up until sunrise, 
getting to know Jared and the universe that 
lived on top of his face. We took turns kissing 
him, wondering if any of the world would rub 
off onto our own cheeks. Even those of us with-
out facial hair. We prayed that we too, wherever 
we went, could always encapsulate more than 
the eye could see.
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The Sculptor

 There are two giant windows in front 
of Judith, just past the complex rope and pulley 
array	that	dangles	at	her	fingertips.	A	clock	in	
between them slowly chirps away the rest of her 
shift until it’s time for Gerald to tap in and give 
her her company-mandated break. She brushes 
her hair out of her face, pulling up hard on a 
yellow rope to her left, causing the Sculptor to 
do the same. Their mane sometimes gets in the 
way of the project at hand, but they’re both so 
focused that it’s often an afterthought.
 Looking out the windows, she stares 
at	 the	Sculptor’s	work	desk,	and	a	fine	assort-
ment of the creatures they’ve made today. 
First, there’s Maude, a reptilian opera singer 
that she helped the Sculptor carve out of wood. 
With	a	brush	of	their	fingertips,	Maude	growls	
to life, singing arias in a language that neither 
of them bothers to understand. She’s wearing a 
sparkling rhinestone gown that Gerald and the 
Sculptor sewed while Judith took lunch yester-
day. She honestly thought it was a bit tacky, but 
whatever happens in the hours she isn’t work-
ing is out of her jurisdiction.
 Secondly, there’s a beautiful calico cat 
with fading eyes and a downturned scowl fash-
ioned out of discarded yarn and cotton balls. 
Milkyway is named after both a faraway galaxy 
that the Sculptor found on their starmap and of 
a candy bar from that very same galaxy. She’s an 
elderly little critter, hungry, and with a scratch 
on her chin. She saunters off to the sink in the 
corner of the room, visible to Judith only at the 
very edge of the rightmost window, and meows. 
Judith starts pumping a set of bike pedals, caus-
ing the Sculptor to stand, and twists a red and 
an orange rope together so that the Sculptor 
will give the cat a drink.
 Maude tires of her singing and pulls a 
pack of Virginia Slims out of her bra. She goes 
to take one out and light it, but Rudy, the six 
armed serving-centaur on the corner of the 
desk, gallops to confront her. With his left mid-
dle appendage, he grabs the pack and throws 
it, arching high up and away from them. Judith 
and the Sculptor chuckle, and she turns the 
steering wheel in front of her so that they can 

go and pick up the tiny pack with a pair of twee-
zers. The Sculptor sets it back down in front of 
Maude and admonishes Rudy, who tries chal-
lenging the slighter, more talented critter to a 
wrestling match.
 “What’s the meaning of all this?” asks 
Gerald, wrist deep in the same tuna sandwich 
his wife makes him every morning.
 “We’re having a little party,” Judith 
says, curt. She doesn’t regard Gerald even 
though he’s staring hard at the clock in front of 
her and tapping his foot. She mashes in a few 
keystrokes into a keyboard positioned haphaz-
ardly	on	her	lap,	and	the	Sculptor	finds	themself	
in	front	of	the	mirror.	Their	hair	flows	out	below	
their shoulders and the small, beautiful moth 
wings that shoot out from their forehead give a 
little	flutter.	They	look	like	something	out	of	an	
old monster movie, but Judith has never found 
them to be anything but beautiful. Three more 
strokes and the Sculptor splashes some water 
on	 their	 face.	 Their	 wings	 flap	 harder	 before	
finding	a	place	to	rest,	and	the	Sculptor,	often	
somber in complexion, perks up for a moment. 
They	flick	their	tongue	out,	showing	their	wide	
rows of sharp teeth in what is obviously an at-
tempt at a smile.

 “So there’s no more work to be done?” 
Gerald says, mimicking turning around to leave 
without actually moving an inch.
 Judith groans a long and heavy sigh. 
She catches Maude out of the corner of her eye 
and starts to gather three different ropes up to 
keep conducting their symphony, this subtle 
game between the Sculptor and the small archi-
tects who live inside their brain. She wants to 
provide their new friend one more small com-
fort before Gerald goes and mucks it all up. Just 
then, the alarm bell goes off and she hesitant-
ly lets it all drop. She releases the ropes, sets 
the	keyboard	down	on	the	floor	beside	her,	and	
takes her feet off the pedals. She’d much rath-
er	finish	what	she’s	doing,	but	with	Gerald	back	
from his break early (as usual), she knows she’d 
be written up if she tries anything extra.

“We’re having a little
party,” Judith says, curt.
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 Judith stands, she cracks her neck and 
walks away from the control booth. Contrary to 
what one might expect, this doesn’t cause the 
Sculptor to halt all of their actions. They’re ac-
tually quite autonomous when left to their own 
devices. The company had Judith and Gerald 
installed as a fail-safe once they realized the 
Sculptor might not always keep up their de-
manding production schedule without help. 
Judith pats her breast for her own pack of ciga-
rettes, slides one out, and lights up.
 Gerald shoots her a disapproving look. 
His nose crinkles and he points to a spot above 
the door he has emerged from. “Don’t you see 
the no smoking sign?”
 Judith inhales deeply, blowing a smoke 
ring straight at her partner’s face. He coughs as 
she retorts, “I sure do.”
 “I’d appreciate it if you’d put that out. 
You know that I’m asthmatic.”
 She laughs and takes another drag. 
“And	 you	 know	 I’m	 allergic	 to	 fish,	 and	 yet	
you’re going to leave that grease all over every-
thing for me to come back and disinfect later.”
	 Gerald	 regards	 his	 still	 unfinished	
sandwich and ditches it in the wastebasket on 
the other side of the room. “Better?” he asks.
 Judith snuffs out the cigarette on the 
bottom of her heavy work boot. She pulls up a 
folding chair from the storage closet and sits 
back,	 legs	 spread	 wide	 with	 her	 fingers	 laced	
behind her neck.
 Gerald clears his throat.
 “Yes?”
 “Couldn’t you . . . go?”
 “I think I’ll stay right here.”
 “But . . .”
 “Company manual doesn’t say any-
thing about where I take my break, Gerry.”
 “It’s Gerald . . .” he mutters, under his 
breath.
 “Excuse me?”
 Gerald rolls his eyes and wipes his 
hands off on his blue jumpsuit. Returning his 
attention forward, he quickly wraps the purple 
and brown marked ropes around each of his 
arms. He pedals much faster than Judith had, 
and in the windows, they watch as the Sculptor 
stops what they’re doing. They abruptly drop 
Rudy	 onto	 his	 back,	 which	 ruffles	 up	 his	 tiny	
tuxedo jacket. Judith gasps, but Gerry pays her 
no mind. The Sculptor turns their attention to 
the sewing machine in the corner. Rotating his 

left hand and slowly pulling the right back and 
forth, Gerald sets the Sculptor back to work.
 Gerald is more concerned with aes-
thetics. When he works with the Sculptor, it’s 
all	about	making	the	new	product	as	flashy	as	
possible, but Judith thinks this is unwise. And 
she never fails to let him know it. She produces 
a small green notebook from her back pocket, 
takes a pencil from behind her ear, and starts 
loudly scratching notes while he and the Sculp-
tor fashion a new bathing suit for Milkyway.
 “I’ve never heard of a cat that liked to 
go swimming,” Judith muses, taking more notes 
in her notebook.
 “Do you have to breathe down the 
back of my neck every single shift, Judy?”
 “I’m just making an observation, Ger.”
 “And what is that you’re writing any-
way? I swear if I get another write-up because 
of something you go off and tell the higher-ups 
and . . .”
 “And?”
 “I’ll put Maude in a set of army fa-
tigues and send her off to war.”
 “You wouldn’t,” Judith challenges. She 
acts as if she isn’t concerned, but her heart still 
skips a beat. As much of a pushover as Gerald is, 
he isn’t without some klout. In fact, he’s been 
working inside of the Sculptor for at least three 
years longer than her. She’s never known what 
happened to his last partner but it couldn’t 
have been good.
 “I would. Now get out of here and let 
me	 focus.	 You’ll	 get	 your	 slimy	 little	 fingers	
back on the reins in twelve hours, just like every 
other day.”
 Judith scowls, but still stands and folds 
the chair back up, returning it to the closet. 
When she comes out, she sees Gerry drop the 
ropes for a second to crack his knuckles and put 
on	 his	 ridiculous	 leather	 fingerless	 gloves.	He	
looks like an idiot, but he swears he wouldn’t 
ever get anything done without them. She can’t 
help but laugh, but he pays her no mind as she 
finally	leaves	the	room.
 In the break room inside of the Sculp-
tor’s brain, there is a vending machine. Judith 
has	no	idea	who	comes	in	to	refill	 it	when	it’s	
empty because there never seems to be anyone 
else inside their body but she and Gerald, but 
she doesn’t ask questions. She uses her com-
pany card to purchase a frozen vegan burrito 
with company credits, which drops out with a 
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plop onto a company-branded paper plate. She 
whistles to herself and blows hard onto the bur-
rito, hoping to cool it down, before she chomps 
down	 her	 first	 bite.	 It	 is	 near	 flavorless	 in	 its	
heat,	and	while	the	tortilla	feels	like	it’s	on	fire,	
the guts inside are still almost freezer cold.

 Frustrated, Judith dumps the food into 
the wastebasket and starts pacing. Gerald’s 
shift has only just started, and she knows that 
he’s bound to do something to terrorize the 
puppets she’d poured so much of the Sculptor’s 
blood, sweat, and tears into. She wishes that 
she	could	figure	out	a	way	to	properly	blackmail	
him the way he surely did to his last partner, but 
as maddening as he is, he’s a stand-up company 
man. And even though there’s only the two of 
them, every month another copy of his ID photo 
is framed and put up on the wall of the break 
room. “Employee of the Month,” that Gerald. 
Something	 about	 the	 quality	 of	 the	 outfits	 he	
designs. The higher-ups say they have a certain 
amount of pizazz that is really driving sales for 
them. Or some other such bullshit.
 Judith can hear him grunting away in 
there. Weirdly, she never breaks a sweat while 
she works, but you’d think that Gerald is run-
ning a marathon every time he gets into the 
booth. Rolling her eyes, she lights herself an-
other cigarette and pulls a pack out cards out 
of her other breast pocket. Halfway through her 
first	(of	many)	games	of	Solitaire,	she	starts	to	
hear the sound of Gerald screaming. She tries 
to	ignore	it	at	first.	Imagines	that	it’s	some	new	
method he’s devised to drive her insane. Maybe 
to get her to quit so that he can prove to the 
company, once and for all, that he doesn’t need 
a partner like he’s been saying all along. But 
then the alarm bell starts to go off, red and blue 

lights	 filling	 the	 break	 room.	 The	 room	 starts	
shaking, and it feels worse than the time the 
Sculptor had to take the day off to deal with a 
migraine. It’s like their mind is imploding
 Part of her would like to ignore it. Let 
good	ol’	Gerry	finally	 fuck	up	 enough	 for	him	
to get reassigned somewhere else. But then she 
wonders if that’d fall back on her as well, and 
as bored as she gets in her time away from the 
booth, she’s addicted to helping the Sculptor 
work. Snubbing out her cigarette on the small 
blue folding table in front of her, Judith runs 
back into the control room.
 “What the fuck is going on?” she asks 
as she bursts through the door, but stops her-
self. The chair is empty, the keyboard is spark-
ing, and half of the ropes are torn in tatters. 
Judith is breathless as she stares out the two 
windows in front of her. The Sculptor is hold-
ing Gerald by the scruff of his neck between 
their	thumb	and	forefinger.	In	the	corner	of	the	
room Maude, Milkyway, and Rudy are all in a 
tizzy, circling, wanting to get their own chance 
to play with this new wiggling toy. Judith can 
see that Gerald is still screaming, the Sculptor’s 
thin	fingers	 looking	 ready	 to	 drop	him	 at	 any	
moment.
 She considers her options. Can feel 
the warm air creeping in from where the door 
has been torn off on the inside of the Sculptor’s 
ear. Should she try to save the day? Jump back 
into the booth, perform a few quick patches to 
the most important rope mechanisms, and re-
gain control of the situation? Make the Sculptor 
place Gerald gingerly down with their creations, 
maybe even get him back in here to rest up and 
take over the rest of his shift? That’s certainly 
what the company would want, but she wonders 
if that’s what the Sculptor wants. Wonders what 
it must feel like to be not fully in charge of your 
own actions. She hesitates.
 And she hesitates just long enough 
that the day is far beyond saving. In one fell 
swoop, the Sculptor opens their mouth and 
drops Gerald in. Mashes their teeth on him, 
blue jumpsuit and all, and sends him to a differ-
ent, less safe part of their body. It’s impossible 
to be true, but Judith thinks she can hear him 
screaming as they do it, and as fucked up as it 
seems, she is happy.
 She surveys the room where she’s 
spent so much of the past three years for the 
last time. Remembers the satisfaction she felt 

When she comes out, she sees 
Gerry drop the ropes for a 
second to crack his knuckles 

and put on his ridiculous leath-
er fingerless gloves. He looks 
like an idiot, but he swears 

he wouldn’t ever get anything 
done without them.
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as	they	breathed	the	first	bit	of	life	into	some-
thing that she and the Sculptor toiled over to-
gether. She’s happy, knowing that they can go 
on living the life that they want to live. Com-
pany be damned, the Sculptor can take care of 
things themself from now on. Judith wouldn’t 
stand in their way. Not for another instant.
 Judith follows the rush of air that’s 
come in from the Sculptor’s ear canal. She whis-
tles	a	tune	to	herself	as	she	finally	sees	it:	the	
way out. The way into the world she’s worked so 
hard to make perfect. She doesn’t hesitate any-
more, jumping out and grabbing onto a strand 
of the Sculptor’s hair. She climbs down to their 
shoulder and tries to gain their attention long 
enough for them to pick her up and study her 
they same way they studied Gerald moments 
before ending his life. She pleads with the 
Sculptor, silently, hoping they know that she 
means no harm toward them. That she wants 
them to be as happy as she has been, and more, 
as	she	helped	influence	their	creative	decisions.
 Somehow, her pleas are answered. 
She isn’t sure if the Sculptor could read her 
thoughts, or if they simply disliked the taste of 
her ex-partner. Either way, they set her down on 
the desk and head back to their sewing machine. 
They pick up the gaudy bathing suit they had 
been crafting for Milkyway and throw it into 
the trash. They scratch the inside of their ear, 
one last time, glad to be rid of her. She watches 
as the Sculptor pulls out a new swath of fabric, 
this	time	yellow	and	adorned	with	spring	flow-
ers, and instead begin to sew a beautiful dress.
 Judith turns to face her creations. 
Milkway ambles over to her, unsteady on her 
back legs, and Rudy has lost interest in his ri-
valry with Maude long enough to consider 
her. Maude stops smoking and instead breaks 
out into song. The group dances together, en-
joying one another’s company even though 
they couldn’t understand each other. And in 
no	time,	the	Sculptor	finishes	his	next	project.	
They come back to the desk with the new dress, 
and instead of putting it onto Milkyway like she 
figured	they	would,	they	pick	her	back	up.	They	
delicately remove the hideous company-sanc-
tioned jumpsuit that she’s been wearing for as 
long as she can remember, and hand her some-
thing that will make her feel beautiful.
 Forgetting any sense of modesty she 
may have once felt, she pulls the dress on and 
stares into the mirror on the other side of the 

room. She can only barely get a glimpse of her-
self, but somehow it seems right. Like she could 
get used to this. Being cared for. Letting the 
Sculptor,	for	the	first	time	since	she’s	taken	this	
job, take the reins over her life instead of the 
other way around.
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 now resigned
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C. C. CAMUGLIA IS BAD JOKES, BOYISH CHARM, 
AND A LOUD INTROVERT WHOSE CREATIVE EFFORTS 

ARE DEVOTED TO EXPLORING AND COLLECTING 
CASUAL SCIENCES–MOMENTS OF NATURALLY OC-

CURRING SURREALISM–ON 35MM FILM. THEY HAVE 
RECENTLY RELEASED THREE SELF-PUBLISHED BOOKS 
AND ARE ON A MISSION TO MAKE PHOTOGRAPHY 

A MORE COMMUNAL MEDIUM BY DEVELOPING 
AND PRODUCING VARIOUS COLLABORATIVE PROJ-

ECTS. THEIR WORK HAS BEEN SHOWN AT GALLERIES 
STATEWIDE INCLUDING QUEENS MUSEUM AND 

BURCHFIELD PENNEY ART CENTER, AS WELL AS IN 
VARIOUS DIY AND INDEPENDENT SPACES. CAMUG-

LIA IS FROM AND BASED IN NYC, BUT HAS BEEN 
BLESSED WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO ENDURE THE 

GIFT OF BUFFALO FOR THREE ADVENTUROUS YEARS 
AND LEAVE WITH A PUBLICATION FROM BUFFA-
LO-BASED LINOLEUM PRESS UNDER THEIR BELT.
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DAN McKEON
 

 The Square
 
 
 Along the south side of the Square, the town activist is organizing a picket
 line of the depressed. They’re protesting the rampant romanticizing of their
 disorders. Signs read “Stop Making Movies About Me” and “Down With 
 Tumblr,” and the police, funded by Hollywood and Big Pharma, are
 mobilizing across town to beat down the gloomy mob. It smells like Zoloft  
 and marijuana and body odor. The protestors have another half hour left in  
 them before they must return to their rooms to sleep. Its 3 p.m.
 
 On the north side, an ice cream man going through an identity crisis is 
 selling hotdogs to disappointed vegetarians. He wants to be taken more 
 seriously but forgets that one of the key aspects of selling ice cream is to not 
 sell hotdogs.
 
 Meanwhile, the police have showed up at the protest, armed with
 megaphones and recordings of disapproval from the mob’s friends and
 family. The sounds of “cheer up” and “you shouldn’t mope around so much”
 come raining down. The town activist desperately tries to reassure the mob  
 to be sad but most of them are already in the process of burying it into   
 themselves.
 
 The east side of the Square faces a former Roman Catholic Church, the 
 current founding site of the Church of Inexplicably Loud Mumblers. They 
 broke off from the Church after being shh’d too often during mass and also 
	 disagreeing	with	the	idea	of	transubstantiation,	but	mostly	the	first	part.	
	 The	priest	outside	is	holding	up	pictures	of	annoyed	people,	index	fingers	
 held up to pursed lips, with a red X spray painted over them.
 
 The mob on the south side is sulking away. Some are considering joining the 
 Church of Inexplicably Loud Mumblers in the hopes that someone will
 overhear the awful things they mumble about themselves. Some are going  
 over to get ice cream to cheer themselves up but disillusionment often   
 breeds disillusionment.
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 Roy Rogers
 
 
 hey i think
 right so you
	 so	when	you	find	a	body
 ok
 so gas stations
 right?
 ok so
 i’ve been thinking about this a lot
 ok
 so you’ve seen stand by me
 right ok so
 you know how in pennsylvania
 like when you’re on the highway
 or
 so you’re on a road trip and you really have to pee
 ok
 did you ever hear that story about the cab driver in manhattan who was dead 
 in his car for 18 hours
 so
 right
 so no one found him for 18 hours
 i mean
 shit
 have you ever thought
 right so do you think people have anything deep down
 i mean
 in a way
 ok so if nobody has anything deep down
 right
 so love
 how can it exist
 you know
 yeah.
 so rest stops, let’s talk rest stops
 so most of the time when i’m shitting in a rest stop i’m alone
 like both in the stall itself but also on the whole trip
 okay
 so if there’s nothing deep down inside us
 what can we fall in love with
 right okay
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 so if . . . .
 so if that cab driver in new york city
 did he have anything deep down for anyone to fall in love with
 ok
 so lately
 lately i’ve been thinking about
 like
 myself because we all do
 and
 i mean
 i don’t think there’s anything to me
 so i mean
 when i’m around most people
 i mold myself into whatever will make them like me
 you know?
 like ok
 so i bend myself around and make you like me
 yeah i don’t like your stories as much as you think i do
 uh i mean
 ok so
 i’m elastic let’s say
 in business jargon: adaptable
 but you know, elastic
 you know you can only bend it around so long
 it stops stretching, or it rips in half, or it just gives up.
 that’s most people,
 i’ll perform,
 until it breaks me,
 right?
 ok?
 do you understand me?
 the only thing deep down in me is a heart pumping blood, and lungs
 breathing in and out, and i don’t think either of mine are particularly
 impressive enough for someone 
 to fall for.
 i mean
 ok
 so you know rest stops?
 i’m in them alone usually
 i mean
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	 that’s	fine
 the poem’s not about loneliness
 not in that way anyway
 ok
 so i often drive long distances alone and
 i mean
 i do like it
 you get to play your own music and sing and have the windows down and
 you can stop whenever you want to down a gallon of coffee and eat half your 
 body weight in 
 chicken and french fries
 right
 ok so
 but i keep thinking
 what would i do if i saw a dead body in one of those cars in the parking lot
 ok
 like the guy in manhattan
 did no one see him
 yikes,
 i mean
 lets talk death
	 how	many	of	us	float	around	thinking	we	do	have	something	deep	down
 and
 maybe at the very end we realize there really was nothing in us
 or worse
 maybe at the very end, whoever loves us realize there’s nothing really inside 
 us and so we’re the cab driver.
 what if i die in a rest stop between two cities
 how long would i decompose in my car before
 i mean
 ok
 what would honestly be worse you think
 to be a nameless corpse in new york city
 or i mean
 to wilt away in front of everyone who looks up to you
 you know
 staring at your waning mortality
 i mean
 how can they still think of you greater than another stuck up animal?
 i mean
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 people can see what they wanna see
 but they can’t ignore you dying
 but the cab driver
 they ignored him
 jesus
 i don’t know
 i really don’t
 i don’t think we know anything
 like
 i think we know some basic things and act like we know it all
	 like	our	brain	just	fills	in	the	cracks	its	just
 some days
 i feel the cracks
 you know?
 i feel what little i know
 what little i am
 how if it were to be gone
 no greatness would really be lost.
 you know?
 i mean
 there’s gotta be something else to it.
 i mean
 there’s gotta be
 you know?
 i mean
 sorry, i do really like your stories
 i mean
 really
 sometimes when i’m upset i try too hard to sound “brutally honest” i mean
 there’s no brutal truth
 i mean
 i really really do like your stories
 i mean
 wanna go grab some lunch or something?

 
 

 
 DAN McKEON IS A POET AND A FRIEND LIVING 

IN ROCHESTER, NY. THEIR WORK HAS APPEARED 
IN GHOST CITY REVIEW, FOUNDLINGS, MY NEXT 
HEART: NEW BUFFALO POETRY, AND PEACH MAG 

(DUH). THEY ONCE CRIED AT A PARTY BECAUSE THE 
MASHED POTATOES WERE SO GOOD.
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EDWARD MULLANY
 

 Piano Lessons
 
 
 At a certain time in my life, when I was already an adult, I decided to take 
 piano lessons, thinking, I suppose, that if I did something new, and disrupted 
 the pattern or habit that my days seemed to have assumed, I might feel a 
 little happier than I’d been feeling, though after a few lessons at the
 apartment of the old woman whose advertisement I’d seen on a bulletin
 board at a café in the neighborhood in which she lived, and that I sometimes 
 happened to be in, I realized the lessons were not making me happier, but 
 were making me sadder. And so I stopped taking them. 
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 A Story Without Dogs
 
 
 I’d noticed that in many of the stories I’d been writing a dog would make 
 an appearance, not so much as a main character, but as a friend or a
 companion to a main character, and so, while I saw no reason why dogs
 should not be in the stories I was writing, for a time I made an effort to
 exclude them from the ones I was yet to write, because I did not want dogs
 to become so prevalent in my stories that they amounted to a necessity, or
 crutch, that I could not do without, when trying to imagine the world in
 which the stories I wanted to write were taking place.
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 The House Inside the House
 
 
 I know a writer who is so depressed by the fact that her books haven’t sold 
 well, and that she is relatively, though not entirely, unknown, that she 
 would’ve preferred, she says, not to have published anything at all, so 
 that she might then have been able to persist under the illusion, or the
 belief, that, continuing to write, but consigning all her writings to a
 drawer, or a folder on her computer, she would be choosing to remain
 obscure, and that, would she only be willing to send her work out into the 
 world, and allow it to be read, the possibility would exist that a validation 
 equal to her own estimation of the work’s merit, in the form of critical and 
 commercial success, could still be forthcoming.   
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 The Long Goodbye
 
 
	 Somehow,	after	I’d	already	been	writing	for	many	years,	and	had	figured	that	
 I’d never obtain the sort of success that I suppose most writers strive for, 
 and which is, after all, nothing extravagant, but rather the ability to earn 
 enough income from the sales of their books that they can sustain
	 themselves	without	having	to	seek	other	kinds	of	work,	or,	at	least,	can	find	
 other kinds of work based on the reputation they establish through the 
 publication of their writings . . . yes, after I’d already been writing a long 
 time, but had decided this sort of success was not in the cards for me, or that 
 I was not possessed of the talent and perseverance and luck that is needed 
 to produce it, I somehow managed to write a book that an agent was able to 
 sell to a publisher who distributed it and marketed it so widely that I found 
 myself doing interviews, and going on a reading tour, and seeing my book 
 nominated for awards, and in fact wining some of them, so that I was able to 
 secure more than one offer to teach at the university level, which meant that 
 indeed I’d be able to sustain myself with work that was related to my 
 interests and abilities, while still continuing to write, though after the 
 fanfare had ended, and I’d become accustomed to the circumstances of my 
 life as they’d revealed themselves to be, and which, I could not deny, I’d 
 been hoping for, I became gradually but seriously depressed, and could not 
 understand why.

EDWARD MULLANY IS THE AUTHOR OF IF I FALTER 
AT THE GALLOWS, FIGURES FOR AN APOCALYPSE, 

AND THE THREE SUNRISES, ALL FROM PUBLISHING 
GENIUS PRESS. HE IS ALSO THE CREATOR OF THE 
COMIC STRIPS RACHEL AND BEN, AND EXCERPTS 
FROM A BORING MAN’S DIARY. HE IS THE RECIP-
IENT OF A BARTHELME MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP 

FROM THE INPRINT FOUNDATION, AND HIS WRIT-
ING HAS APPEARED IN ALASKA QUARTERLY REVIEW,

CAROLINA QUARTERLY, TAMPA REVIEW, JUBILAT,
AND OTHER JOURNALS.
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EMILY CORWIN
 

 dark webs
 
 
 

  
 

across	 a	flume	of	mist,	 I	missed	you,	 sweating	 like	 spit-
roast suckling pig in a charmeuse nightslip, on a balcony,
waiting to unbuckle you. my room collects a season:
bucket bag, triple sec, fanny pack, cat sticker, washi tape,
plate crumbs, slapped mosquito spew. low battery
always. convinced I am dying always. instead of paying
the electric, I buy a sheer romper, a pale kinderwhore 
dress. question: why would anyone buy cheese online?
also: why is that something you can actually do? a slow
phone charge, a payment made successfully, you can
follow my lifetime anytime, you can click here for more.
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 julep | july
 
 
 I am holding myself up okay. crushed 
 ice & grenadine. Driscoll strawberry. 
 
  Williamette raspberry. wheat berry bread. 
  my terry cloth pilled. SPF spilling on bicep, 
 
 on my sour gulch. I scuff along the asphalt 
 & aggregates of stone, ride inside my anorak, 
 
  smacking like a scab, encrustation. skin is 
  manic. I panicked at three a.m. over a gourmet 
 
 potato with thyme. it’s time I make amends 
 with myself, my never-fractured metacarpal, 
 
  crept in, thinking of a sound—husky, vibrating.

 

EMILY CORWIN IS A RECENT GRADUATE OF THE 
MFA PROGRAM AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY-BLOOM-

INGTON AND THE FORMER POETRY EDITOR FOR 
INDIANA REVIEW. HER WRITING HAS APPEARED OR 
IS FORTHCOMING IN BLACK WARRIOR REVIEW, GI-

GANTIC SEQUINS, NEW SOUTH, YEMASSEE, THRUSH, 
AND ELSEWHERE. SHE HAS TWO CHAPBOOKS, MY 

TALL HANDSOME (BRAIN MILL PRESS) AND DARK-
LING (PLATYPUS PRESS) WHICH WERE PUBLISHED IN 
2016. HER FIRST FULL-LENGTH COLLECTION, TENDER-
LING WAS JUST RELEASED FROM STALKING HORSE 

PRESS. YOU CAN FOLLOW HER ONLINE
AT @EXITLESSBLUE.
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EMMA ENSLEY
 

 flower in hand
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 flowers on hair
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 flowers on denim
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 flower in hand
 
 
 

  
 

EMMA ENSLEY IS AN ARTIST AND GRAPHIC DE-
SIGNER IN ASHEVILLE, NC. SHE VIEWS EMBROIDERY 
AS A RECLAIMING OF A TRADITIONALLY DOMESTIC 

ART. IT’S ALSO NICE TO REPEATEDLY
STAB SOMETHING.
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ERIKA WALSH
 

 Lana del rey asks for space
 
 
 Will I feel good if I move to Venus
 Do they listen to satellites do they get high
 Do we have a connection do they love me
 
 Will I care if they love me will I like that
 Will I like being touched on the cheek
 Will they send me a rose will I cringe
 
 Do they know what I mean by heroin
 Do they think I mean woman and power
 
 Do I make anybody feel strong
 
 Will I get to be alone up there
 Will there be champagne can I wear a crop top
	 Will	I	get	drunk	and	float	like	a	comet
 
 Can anyone see my pores shrinking
 Do my teeth grind when I am asleep
 
 Should I have sex in a hot tub this weekend 
 Should I have sex on the roof of this building
 Should sex make me feel like I’m something
 
 Do these people own me is that cruel 
 
 Do they know what I mean by I’m sick
	 Do	they	think	I	mean	flu	that	will	heal	soon
 
 Will they take my picture in the moon sand
 Will they ask me to frown like a child
 Will they touch my brown hair will I like that
 
 Will I press my ear into a crater
 Will somebody tell me a joke 
 
 Do babies feel insulted do they get it
 Do they like being held do they want that
 Are they just being hungry and patient
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 Does the universe want me to fear it
 Will this black hole come take me inside it
 Will it come for me still if I want it
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 georgia o’keeffe at the mall
 
 
 anything you wanted / you took
 sticky / tubes of color / melt water

 fall in sleeves / found bones
	 or	flowers	/	scrape	knuckles

 rub your knees / you dream 
 of the hole / of the sky 

 all around / your hand
 like a guard / to the sun

 while you eat / sambucus
 and ginger / say gifted

 exists / if you wrap it / the edges
 will know how / to fold 

 hold yourself / like a snap 
 back at spencer’s / don’t swallow

 the earrings / slipped under 
 your tongue / leave sephora

 like a stamen / cream 
 of pollen / on your chin / you know

 how you want it / you know 
 to leave tags / to leave seeds 

 untransformed / in a pile / in a locked 
 stall / by the water / on the seat

  
 

ERIKA WALSH IS A POET AND CREATIVE WRITING 
INSTRUCTOR. SHE EDITS A VELVET GIANT, A GENRE-

LESS ONLINE LITERARY JOURNAL SHE CO-FOUNDED. 
HER WORK HAS BEEN FEATURED OR IS FORTH-

COMING IN HOTEL AMERIKA, JUKED, PEACH MAG, 
TINDERBOX POETRY JOURNAL, THE BIRDS WE PILED 

LOOSELY, AND ELSEWHERE. SHE WAS SELECTED 
AS A SEMI-FINALIST IN THE 2017 BUTTON POETRY 

CHAPBOOK CONTEST.
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EVE WILLIAMS
 

 My father looks like Emmett Till
 
 

 My father looks like Emmett Till/ did when he was the same age

 My son looks like my dad did/ 

 when he was standing in front of the house on Alameda at 3 and 

 I wonder how many other people see so much of their dead in the living?

   look at their loved ones haunted by history and could be’s

   confusing decades with centuries

   photos at newsstands with family albums

   buried the living with their dead

   us who hold contempt for sedentary objects

   that beg for nothing but take so much space

 The other day someone told me everything will be ok if I raise my boy

 properly and I admired the prayer where his eyes might be if

 he hadn’t gauged them to survive

   It sure is hard to live with all these ghosts all the time

 I’d like to not see but 

   I was 17 when Beloved’s mother called to me 

   and I learned my name

   Mary Turner/ I saw her/ in the eyes of another sister

   wretched and tattered like a hurricane

 I’ve been drown by them/ them eyes have born despair

   wrapped in blankets

   smothered by unanswered prayers

 And it must be nice for all those to whom things is simple

   A tree is just a tree

   A rope is a rope
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   And the ocean that sweet blue bliss

 Blessed be that one boy surrounded by boys 

   who don’t know the names claimed by trees

   and the sea/ soil/ full of all that blood 

   longing and rage

   alone

   alone

   alone with all these befores

	 who	is	still	trying	to	find	the	word	for	how	nothing	is	just	what	it	is

           —no-one is

 and he forgets his name 

 til someone, Bobby maybe

 shouts it into the night & 

 it’s swallowed by it & 

 he wonders how long it’ll be til he is 

 til his Grandma calls to him & 

 he becomes one of them that sits in the 

 collective memory of only black boys and girls alone 

 alone staring at a rope, a tree, a sea
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 What they ain’t tell you
 
 

 is how the worst cold you ever gonna get is in the places where 

 you supposed to be warm and so with all them ghosts, including 

 the ones you ont know the name of piled on top of you, 

 you mistake home for nurture because that’s what they told you 

 home should be but, ask Jrod from Leroy back in 2003 

 how well supposed-tos worked out for his momma who

 opens her eyes up every morning and wishes to go back when 

 she ain’t feel like making him pancakes cuz 

 the bed was a bit more warm then and, 

 she was tired from work and, now his 13 year old self 

 is pulling at her eyelids to wake her up

 a cold blanket of everything she wishes she could forget or 

 live if she ain’t have to wake up and, 

  this is how we keep our houses warm at night when 

	 	 all	that’s	outside	is	more	flashing	lights	and	sirens	

  for lullabies for those kids who 

  never wake up in the middle of the night cuz

  real haunting happens when you open them and 

 JRod is still there whispering in his momma’s ear 

 like ice to “Get up! Get up!”        so

 his little sister don’t hear or, 

 catch a cold from yet another mourning 

             —more like— 

 Why some dogs howl at sirens like they crying 

 How we’ll never know why   

	 Why	some	don’t	even	look	up	for	fireworks	or	gunshots	

 Like how Rach and me didn’t cuz it was only two shots 
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 cuz the kids were safe plus ain’t nobody even scream 

 but how we surprised we was surprised 

 when we found out who it was but 

 she had it coming like, 

 how we all could got it coming when 

 you are the forgotten liquor spilled or, 

 live in the hood or, this country, this world cuz   

	 I	heard	a	wildfire	swallowed	up	all	those	people	after	

 they brought up they fall clothes and, 

 the streets of Puerto Rico have turned black from excrement but

 when have they ever seen the earth or us as more than waste 

 (but they gon’ say we had it coming to us anyways)

  
 

EVE WILLIAMS IS A 2017 SUSTAINABLE ARTS FOUN-
DATION AWARDEE. SHE WAS THE 2018 BUFFALO 

REPRESENTATIVE TO THE WOMEN OF THE WORLD 
INTERNATIONAL POETRY SLAM IN DALLAS, A MEM-

BER OF THE NATIONAL SLAM TEAM HEADED FOR 
CHICAGO, AND THE 2018 BUFFALO REPRESENTATIVE 

TO THE NATIONAL INDIVIDUAL POETRY SLAM IN 
SAN DIEGO. EVE PUBLISHES VIDEOS OF HER WORK 
ON HER FACEBOOK PAGE UNFILTERED. HER POEMS 

“I’VE BEEN HAVING A HARD TIME WITH WHITE PEO-
PLE LATELY,” “I KNOW YOU RACHEL DOLEZAL,” AND 

“BLACK GIRL GONE” HAVE GARNERED NATIONAL 
ATTENTION, AND SHE HAS BEEN FEATURED ON 

SEVERAL BLOGS INCLUDING AFROPUNK, SONOF-
BALDWIN, AND KINFOLKKOLLECTIVE.
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HANNAH REGO
 

 Super Smash Lovers
 
 
 I’ve dreamt in video game
 maps, I’ve thought a screen
 a portal to another person’s
 mind. Sometimes it becomes
 so clear that I have
 always loved the way I’ve
 loved; in his basement,
 when he changed the melee
 time to unlimited, I believed
 there’d be no end
 to his arm & my arm &
 the couch, to him throwing
	 barrels	of	fire	at	my	head.
 Please, keep me here. Even
 when I walk off edge after
 edge, I’d rather reappear again
 above you.
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 I’m Kneeling & Holding a Bouquet
 of Fennel Fronds
 
 
 

  
 

You wake up & your life’s all whole milk & wedding proposals. You accept 
one & are nuzzled neck into neck on a rooftop by a man who shreds rabbits 
into bowls of cavatelli. You accept another & know the date will never be set, 
a good way to avoid divorce: when you do see him, he, after the deaths, after 
the overtime of work done in the interest of stopping death, will pull you into 
a dance, into a dip, into his arms for a night enough to feel known. You accept 
it. You reject one & he asks you why you shaved your head. You reject one 
with laughter but take his cigarettes on your way out the door. You accept the 
days there’s just a little cream, & you add a little water, knowing you are not 
a milkman. You accept one & no one knows but the two of you, & you make 
everyone a salad with meaty bites of papaya. In the night, she will not turn, & 
you will not turn, & you won’t even notice how good you slept until morning

HANNAH REGO IS A BROOKLYN-BASED WRITER 
FROM LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. THEY HAVE ATTEND-

ED RESIDENCIES AND WORKSHOPS THROUGH 
SPALDING UNIVERSITY’S LOW-RES MFA, SUNDRESS 

ACADEMY FOR THE ARTS, WINTER TANGERINE, AND 
THE JUNE JORDAN TEACHING CORP AT COLUMBIA 

UNIVERSITY. THEY ARE AN ASSOCIATE POETRY 
EDITOR AT RABBIT CATASTROPHE REVIEW AND A 
FOUNDING EDITOR OF CTRL+V, A JOURNAL OF 

COLLAGE, AND THEIR WORK APPEARS OR IS FORTH-
COMING IN BETTERING AMERICAN POETRY, THE 

ARKANSAS INTERNATIONAL, UNDERBLONG, GLASS, 
BOOTH, AND ELSEWHERE.
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JANET McNALLY
 

 Why can’t animals survive on Jupiter?
 
 
 You wore radiation like a coat 
 and the stars rained silver. 
 
 Walking was like walking 
 on tacks. When I opened 
 
 my mouth the air was 
 elsewhere, and all that sparkle 
 
 was sidewalk grit. You might have 
 thought it was hydrogen. 
 
 You might have forgotten 
 how to leave. It happens, 
 
 sometimes, this interplanetary 
 euphoria. It’s a sort of lifting off. 
 
 Listen: there’s a lot of time left 
 or there isn’t. Some storms
 
 take millennia to calm. All I know is,
 once we started, we couldn’t stop,
 
 kept spinning in an orbit
 too hard to escape. 
 
 You promised me something else. 
 My breath is still. My heart is still 
 
 lit.

 

  
 

WE NOMINATED “WHY CAN’T ANIMALS SURVIVE ON 
JUPITER?” FOR A PUSHCART PRIZE IN DECEMBER.
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 What dinosaur are you?
 
 
 The one with a spine like silver beads on a string
 The one looking for a new holy language 
 The one who’s made an agreement with the sky and is prepared to tell you  
 about it
 The one who just learned the word “coruscation” 
 The one who is “existentially vexed”
	 The	one	who	wants	to	adopt	one	of	those	deep-sea	fish	whose	eyes	have	
 evolved back to nubs because there’s no light down there anyway, and then 
	 train,	like,	a	guppy	to	be	its	seeing	eye	fish
 The one who has accepted Stevie Nicks as her personal lord and savior
 The one who didn’t believe anyone she loved could really die
 The one who didn’t really want to know where Amelia Earhart’s been all 
 these years, anyway
 The one who likes your hand here, not there, yes, exactly just there
 The one whose handwriting has been described as she don’t give a fuck
	 The	one	who	knows	that	when	someone	asks	whether	you’d	rather	fly	or	be	
	 invisible,	the	answer	is	fly,	of	course	it	is,	it’s	always	fly
 The one who believes there’s nothing you can trust more than a sidewalk, or 
 smoke, or a song you barely remember 
 The one who always asks you why

 

  
 

JANET McNALLY IS THE AUTHOR OF THE YOUNG 
ADULT NOVELS GIRLS IN THE MOON AND THE LOOK-

ING GLASS (HARPERCOLLINS), AND A COLLECTION 
OF POEMS, SOME GIRLS, WINNER OF THE WHITE 

PINE PRESS POETRY PRIZE. SHE HAS AN MFA FROM 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, AND HAS TWICE 

BEEN A FICTION FELLOW WITH THE NEW YORK 
FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS. JANET TEACHES

CREATIVE WRITING AT CANISIUS COLLEGE.
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JAY RITCHIE
 

 The Waiting Room
 
 
 requires a series
 of short commitments,
 the way Highway
 1 needs to
 be reimagined after
 each pirouetting pine
 tree, the way
 an extension cord
 needs to be
 wound eight times
 before it is
 a noose. I
 made a promise
 in the driveway
 not to go
 inside until I
 had sunk 23
 baskets consecutively. Light
 has a special
 way of falling
 into polygons in
 the waiting room. 
 The sewage truck 
 is idling outside 
 the walk-in clinic
 beside the public
 library. People fall
 out of my
 life like oranges
 off the back
 of a truck.
 Residents of Heatherglen
 Housing Co-operative Ltd.
 were not informed.
 A paint stain
 on the window
 starts to look
 modern. The rehabbed
 juvenile delinquent said
 Building a house
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 is just a
 series of small
 tasks that amount
 to something big.
 I was out
 there in the 
 driveway until dark. 
 Here, the Venn 
 diagram made by 
 the water’s surface 
 and lip of 
 the glass. It
 was a promise
 I made to
 luck so that
 luck would be
 promised to me.
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Life is made real through fiction
 
 
At a midnight table round as the mouth of a wine bottle, Zoe & her room-
mate	smoke	&	talk.	I	follow	the	conversation	like	a	film	set	a	familiar	city:	
the plot & characters fade, I just look for landmarks. 
 
  The artist. 
	 	 	 	 Selfishness.
 Success.
                                                                                                            
The time it takes.
 
It’s 3 a.m. & I’m 26. Thinking about time I envision grains of sand stuck to a 
piece of tape.
 
This	time,	I	need	a	hero	who	isn’t	selfish.	I	need	a	hero	who	makes	my	life	
better through art, who isn’t cruel to the ones they love while making it.
 
I have to believe
In this
As a possibility
For you

 
 
 
 
 

Leaving it all behind, the hero boards a bus & glides between towers of glass 
&	steel.	In	get-outta-Dodge,	coming-of-age	films,	it’s	always	so	dazzling.
 
 
 
 
 
$7 for a sandwich. No way. I sit on one of the plastic chairs at the bus station 
& wait for the Megabus to arrive & drive me away from my unaffordable 
hunger. Bored, mad at my phone, I do a mental tally of weekend expenses: 
 
-      $47 roundtrip ticket 
-      couple $8 drinks (3?)
-      $12 used book (Fred Wah Scree)
-      $25 brunch
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Saved money by sleeping on Zoe’s couch & eating 50-cent Lära Bars from 
Segal’s. Can I subtract the potential cost of an Airbnb from the total? How 
do	I	calculate	the	benefit	of	exposure—in	book	sales	post-reading?	If	I	factor	
in money I wanted to spend but didn’t, I could actually come out ahead. 
 
Add to expenses: $7 sandwich. Fellow passengers sitting in the plastic 
chairs turn their heads to look at my bread & vegetables. The recklessness 
with which I have procured food has afforded me status at Toronto Coach 
Terminal. 

 
 
 
 
 

I stand in a long line
Sit in a long hour
The city slides backwards
Like a sheet of snow
Off a sunstruck metal roof 
In spring & breaks apart 
Now there is no one
To say how storm clouds 
Gathering	over	a	distant	field	feel
Like your soul out in the real
Or that coincidence is a cobblestone
Lighting up along a dark path
In the woods where I walk
In my mind before returning
To a rented room full of music
Where the irony sheds 
Its scare quotes & isolation starts
To resemble a game of biding time
For some later greater day
Of total honesty we once knew
In fact it is already happening
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Henrika	isn’t	there	when	I	get	home.	She’s	training	to	be	a	flight	attendant,	
in a hotel room across the country. The empty apartment is charged with her 
absence, every untouched object a stone dropped into a limpid, subterranean 
pool,	cool	on	my	thinking.	Love	for	living	inflates	to	an	untenable	degree	&	I	
open myself up to a visualization of the world she’s seeing 2 time zones west, the 
windowless conference room where she’s being told what she can & cannot wear. 
The bulb of sight collapses, the charge neutralized. All the objects careworn.

                         
 
 
 
 

I came outside to see the light
On wet ground for a change

How do I explain to you that I will die? 
Cinnamon on the air I’m inside

Your room which is a rose no one’s here
I fall apart your sofa in the early afternoon

Spring & death, spring & death
The combined effect of stress & precarious employment

The pitched-down color of the sky
Like a cardboard box peeling in the rain

I reach dramatically for your hand in Target
I	am	an	unspecific	&	crowded	citizen
You speak to me like a seventh chord

I turn & stare into the resonance

 

  
 

JAY RITCHIE IS THE AUTHOR OF THE POETRY COL-
LECTION CHEER UP, JAY RITCHIE (COACH HOUSE 

BOOKS, 2017). HE IS PURSUING AN MFA IN 
POETRY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
AMHERST, WHERE HE HAS WON THE SKOLFIELD/

GOECKEL AWARD IN POETRY AS WELL AS THE 
DEBORAH SLOSBERG MEMORIAL AWARD IN 

FICTION. FOLLOW HIM ONLINE AT @JAYWRITCHIE.
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JOEL BRENDEN
 

 The Grammar of Your Question
 (about white houses)
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 from Fire Bodies
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JONATHAN APREA
 

 Fluid Astrology
 
 

 I am affected by the bodies I have heard of 

	 floating	in	heaven.	They	are	spheres	

 drawn through space as if by threads 

 arranged in paths to look like light 

 but that are interpreted more correctly 

 as information. I am affected 

 by their instructions sung 

 into my ears, which function because 

	 the	ear	is	filled	with	fluid.	There	is	no	earth	

 in my chart. There is water 

 in my midheaven. I unravel from my beliefs 

	 and	find	new	ones.	I	must	weep	

 for the tide in my veins’ blood— 

 it is blinded by its search for more blood.
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 Love Poem with No Music
 
 

 I am there as you lean in to me 

 in the dark, a small space 

 between two songs that begin 

 and that end with their voices 

	 slipping	briefly	into	an	interval

 of almost nothing, a still event 

 in which distant bodies 

 of water record on their surfaces 

 warm rain. What am I doing. 

 I thought I left this feeling with 

 the person I also called Jonathan,

 painted into the mirror of 

 each one of my past apartments

 in old towns. When something 

 is so important, it leaves.

 This is the law 

 that touched my previous faces

 and they did not know. 

 I still don’t know. But I do 

 know what to do with this moment,

 that its wording will escape 

 me to describe it. Your hands 

 out of the dark recover me

 into the mute static

 surrounded by all I thought 

 there was, the normal music 

 that ends and that begins for our 

 other selves, and they forget 

 what we are.
JONATHAN APREA LIVES IN NEW YORK CITY. 

HIS CHAPBOOK DYSON POEMS WAS RELEASED IN 
MARCH FROM MONSTER HOUSE PRESS.
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JULIE MOLLOY
 

 night swim (2018)
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 nine faces (2017)
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 three faces (2017)
 
 
 

  
 

JULIE MOLLOY IS A BUFFALO, NY-BASED
DESIGNER WHO HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS “NICE 
ENOUGH” AND “REALLY QUITE PIGEON-TOED.” 
SHE MAKES PAINTINGS BECAUSE IT FEELS
GOOD. SHE LIVES ON THE INTERNET
AT JULIEMOLLOY.COM.
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KELLY XIO
 

 Saint Ann’s
 
 
 I.
 
 To Sister Mary Catherine’s disdain 
 I tell her I am praying for magic. 
 I am praying to wake up Jubilee
	 Shooting	fireworks	from	my	painted	fingers.
 Or to wake up on the set of The WB and be told
 That in every generation there is black girl magic
 And I’m the chosen one; I’ll punch an undead President,
 I’ll open the Hellmouth and get reparations.
 
 I want the wind to blow, my eyes to glow!
 I’ve been asking God to deliver me 
 by letting me move shit with my mind.
 God should let me undo time, hands on my skin.
 
 Sister Mary Catherine says,
 I should only ask God 
 for the things I need like Grace.
 I need God to make me a breathless constellation,
 a weeping tree. Like I’m paging God in 1998,
 gas me up like the North Star. 
 I want more rings than an old Oak.
 
 Sister Mary Catherine says,
 I can’t be a poltergeist when I grow up.
 I should beg God for forgiveness to get to heaven 
 so I can ask my dead dad his preexisting conditions;
 if besides the stroke, he ever loved my mother.
 She says, there’s no such things as ghosts
 but I ask her what then of the doors that open at night,
 the thumbprints that return no matter how I wash—
 
 Years later I am listing my 
 family history and learning  
 I’m predisposed to diabetes and 
 being haunted. Yet it’s nurture, not nature
 that’s got me apologizing for everthing—
 I’m so sorry for the tectonic plates
 shifting and the lack of rain in California.
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 Give me Grace to superbloom next year, God.
 
 
 Years later, I tell T—
 the only nature poem 
 I ever wrote was when
 I begged God to make me 
 a tall tree in a cement city
 and awake my sisters little birds. 
 Passio Christi, conforta me.
 O bone Jesu, exaudi me.

 
 II.
 
 Told you years ago I did not believe in God.
 I lied because what I meant was I am tired.
 I lied because, yes, I want to believe in star charts
 and gospels. I’m both wretch and Jupiter-ruled.
 Pisces rising—
	 two-fish	fry,	Janus-faced,	blemished;
 Look. I want God to turn their location on.
 I want to soft-block God.
 I want God to follow me back anyways.
 Let me meet God.
 
 Thing is.
 I’ve heard when you meet
 God pulls you close;
 You’re the missing 9th rib.
 God holds you at the Gate.
 God smells of chlorine, vetiver and burning beeswax.
 God requests before everything
 all the big decisions
 and somersaults,
 you slow dance on the threshold of Judgment and Grace.
 There’s a rat pack just for you:
 Billie, Minnie, and Aaliyah in harmony
 begging you to save the last dance for them.
	 They’ve	got	flowers	in	their	hair
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 and you’ve got a fresh shape-up
 and a clean lavender shirt.

 There are beautiful lights, of course.
 God’s on that Milky Way extra twee shit, of course.

 God’s holding you at the threshold and says you’ll always
 belong regardless of where you’re going and on the
 lapel of their violet crushed velvet suit is a button that says
 “YOU ARE HERE”
 
 Thing is.
	 You’re	in	a	coffin	and	your	body	is	decomposing.
 The real hell is you can never return to the Earth because
 we spent a lot of money on a box that will
 last forever.
 Forever.

 Thing is.
 It’s God who calls the grave robbers
 and tells them about your four Gold teeth and 24K
 name plate. God is the one who has them
 dig you up to pull teeth from a mouth
 that will never again holler “Lift Every Voice and Sing”
 They’ll pull off the perfectly polished shoes that once
	 perfectly	shuffled	across	linoleum	to
 “Square Biz” with little girls in tow, in a kitchenette in South East.
 Our braids, shells and beads
 rattling with each pirouette, each giggle
 like inner city Medusas.

 The robbers will pull you out of your best
 suit and leave you naked limb twisted, open casket.
 This seems like bad news
 but as worm kisses your skin
 and it’s death’s true kiss and so you awake to a neon
 sign outside of the gate that says “WE BUY GOLD”
 and $6 chicken box + fries + coke (extra mambo sauce).
 In saecula saeculorum.
 Amen.

“SAINT ANN’S” WAS AWARDED THE 2018 PEACH 
GOLD IN POETRY BY GUEST JUDGE MORGAN PARKER.
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 Everglade Road
 
 
 We biked to the fruit stand
 The morning cool, skies grey
 Sun peek-a-boo-peeping behind clouds
 like your damp brown skin this morning 
 showing through a towel with holes 
 shrieking “don’t look at me” 
 and running to our room 
	 with	the	bunk	beds	and	floor	covered	in	clothes,
 bargain-bin romance novels
 (Hemingway, Fitzgerald), 
 bobby pins, almost empty Kemi-Oyl 
 and Doo-Gro bottles.
 I laughed, “Oh, no! I’ve turned to stone”
 Laughed because you used Cupid’s towel, 
 the one 
 for muddy paws and bath time.

 Fresh morning!
 Dewy no-makeup-makeup morning,
 Dawn unpins her henna red Bantu knots,
 the trees showered and a gentle 
 breeze, no heat,
 rustling through 3C green leaves and
 drying co-washed shrubs with their thick 
 glossy coils
 and I’m still damp 
 behind the ears
 When we bike to this fruit 
 stand at the corner of Everglade Road
 Not far from the house
	 We	picked	the	first	watermelon	we	could	find	
 It wasn’t too big but ripe, 
 full of sugar

 You smiled and hopped 
 back on your bike, sticking your tongue out
 and leaving me to carry it
 Payback for calling you Medusa, but
 worth it as my thighs turn to stone, 
 one hand steering the bike, 
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 two feet peddling, tongue tucked
 into the corner of my mouth.
 I dropped my bike on the gravel 
 of the drive-way
 You were in to the kitchen 
 with a sharp, silver knife 
 And I hadn’t even crossed 
 the threshold 
 when you stabbed into the melon, 
 You sliced a sliver 
 and told me to stick out my tongue
 While you were smiling, 
 your eyes closed 
 you didn’t see the black pear shaped seed, 
 held within the pink tissue 
 And I slurped down the sweet meat
 And swallowed it, the seed 
 I swallowed it

 And as it slid down
 you opened your eyes
 and told me to come inside.
 

KELLY XIO WAS BORN IN 1989 AND HAS YET TO 
BREAK A BONE (KNOCK ON WOOD). SHE LIVES 

IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND WITH HER SUCCULENT 
ERNESTO TWO. POETRY IS THE LOVE OF HER LIFE 
AND THE ONE WHO GOT AWAY AND THE ONE 

SHE’LL NEVER GET OVER. KELLY LOVES PISTA-
CHIOS, PAPAYA, AND PEONIES. YOU CAN’T TAKE 

HER ANYWHERE NICE. SHE KEEPS HER
ELBOWS ON THE TABLE.
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KEVIN BERTOLERO
 

 This Too Shall Pass
 
 
 You put on A Love Supreme and came back to bed. It’s strange to think that 
 when we listen to Coltrane in your bedroom, I’m not feeling your heartbeat 
	 through	two	fingers	but	rather	waiting	for	you	to	tell	me	you’ve	felt	enough.	
 Better than house music or anti pop, you tell me, and when I hear him play I 
 think of south Philadelphia, you know, he died so young. You read to me 
 your selected tweets about socialism and post-presidency Obama and I 
	 find	this	endearing,	not	in	a	way	that	holds	me	back,	but	reminds	me	that	
 seeing our breath in cold air was important, the way you kissed my bruise. 
 Our only hope for retirement is the end of capitalism, you joke—but not 
 really. I think you’ve found a new aesthetic, sincerity through social change. 
 We are activists, or hope to be, or wish we were, or rather stay inside reading 
 novels about despondent boys. You wear Revlon 215 and you’re always late 
 to work. Late to bed, you say, because social media really helps you think. So 
	 I	float	in	your	bath	water	with	thirty-two	minutes	of	jazz.	I’ll	dry	my	body	
	 and	we	can	tell	each	other	about	our	first	times,	about	how	we	knew.	I was 
 eleven and couldn’t close the pop-up ad—beautiful boys, all eighteen. We 
 discuss former loves as shadows, our former selves. In photographs I show 
	 you	I	was	happy	while	camping	(Pawtuckaway	Lake,		June	1999),	flower	boy	
 at my cousin’s wedding, dancing to synth-pop with girls in a middle-school 
 gymnasium. You’ll remember these stories even though I ask you not to. I 
 spit your hair from my mouth, press my face to your shoulder. We should 
 revel in our shame, you say. There’s nothing wrong with being proud.

“THIS TOO SHALL PASS” WAS LONGLISTED FOR THE 
2018 PEACH GOLD IN POETRY.
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 How to Be Alone
 

“My father said, ‘Do what you want but don’t get hurt. 
I’m warning you. Leave the men alone, they’ll only tease you.’” 

—Frank O’Hara, Second Avenue
 
 
 There are easier ways, of course. So many that 
       don’t result in the production of a private literature, 
 
 but I couldn’t help myself in any other way. 
       There were afternoons spent in the gallery, you and I 
 
 and the works you chose to stop beside. I think she’s lonely, 
      that’s what I think, you say as we stare at the 
 
 dresses of Georgia O’Keeffe. You couldn’t possibly know that, 
       I say, not from a sample of fabric—not from all the fabric she owned.
 
 We move on, but I hold this against you. You think black 
       is a sad color, but I remind you that it absorbs the light—
 
 it takes everything in and offers little in return. 
       She gave so much, I say, but you’re not around to hear it.
 
 I feel so awful, partly because of your ability to write walking poems, 
       partly because emotion is to me a spectral element, 
 
 sadness on the periphery of something much more serious.
       You talk at length about the kind of father you wish to become 
 
 but so little about how you will get there. It seems as though 
       you will do this alone, and for once, I think I should let you. 
 
 For all of this, I found so many ways of disappointing you. 
       I only wish that there was something more to show for it.  

KEVIN BERTOLERO IS THE FOUNDING EDITOR 
OF GHOST CITY PRESS. HE IS A GRADUATE STU-
DENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
AND IS THE AUTHOR OF SOFT BOY (GCP, 2017). 

KEVIN’S WORK HAS APPEARED IN MAUDLIN 
HOUSE, PNK PRL, TENDERNESS YEA, OUT/CAST, 

AND ELSEWHERE. HE TWEETS @KEVINBERTOLERO.
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KIMMY WALTERS
 

 This Year
 
 
 it’s like boat wrapped
 in christmas lights under the moon
 
 it’s like pit bull with lavender claws
 
 or mildness so intense
 you can’t even begin to ignore it . . .
 
 it’s like girl saying
 have a good day at work
 as she hands you your coffee
 
 and you feeling overwhelmingly
 that you are somehow her husband
 
 you’d do anything for her!
 
 . . .
 
 it’s like crying because
 you know you can’t afford her tuition . . .
 
 it’s like red train with
 intermittent violence
 
	 or	bird	on	seventh	floor	.	.	.
 
 or prozac lost in bedsheets . . .
 
 or bonbon at terminal velocity . . .

 or a crime caught in intervals on a trail camera . . .
 
 it’s like essential oil in the diffuser and
 cold toast on the plate
 
 it’s like . . . every human hair in the ocean
 forming one big knot
 just to show off!
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 it’s like 
 mentally recategorizing
 swiss army knife 
 as gift
 after you wrap it,
 
 then formally surrendering it to a
 woman in uniform at the airport . . .
 
 it’s like image of a nebula, fully
 colorized so it can be understood visually
 from so far away
 
 or drunkenly braiding your own hair
 while your roommate tells you about bad art . . .
 
 or inability to fall asleep unless there are
 mice in the walls . . .
 
 it’s like boyfriend in the distance,
 softened by easy weather
 
 it’s like
 
 trying your best not to say
 don’t look down
 
 because it didn’t work last time
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 Time Collapses
 
 
 a horse-drawn cart explodes and my
 great-grandfather’s celluloid collar
 melts to his neck

	 the	x-files	theme	plays	as
 I brush my hair

 I am buried
 against my wishes

 a breed of dog
 is invented

 my nephew encounters 
 the word “salt”
	 for	the	first	time	ever
 and we all celebrate

 a bright light tears the sky

 I eat breakfast

 grow out of some clothes

 decide I look terrible in yellow

 get born

 my parents cry
 separately as children

 I wear my mom’s wedding ring

 she takes it off

 an old friend
 isn’t doing so well

 a bright light
 tears the sky

 the sky is invented KIMMY WALTERS IS A POET IN LIVING SAN 
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA. HER TWO POETRY COLLEC-
TIONS, UPTALK AND KILLER, WERE PUBLISHED BY 

BOTTLECAP PRESS IN 2015 AND
2016 RESPECTIVELY.
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LINNEA BRETT
 

 things i’ve said to my girlfriend while crying
 
 

  voting is so important

 sorry i sang rockin robin to you last night (i wasn’t crying when i sang it,

 just when i apologized the next day)

 am i getting my period?

 i’m gonna donate my vagina to charity

 why am i the masc one?

 i just wanna know facts about animals

 i don’t like kangaroos

 please stop talking to me about lizards

 everything that doesn’t have fur is a lizard

 sorry for not being a fucking science expert

 is tylenol the one i shouldn’t mix with alcohol? i’m not drinking right now i 

 just want to keep my options open

 it just really means a lot to me that i have elders

 and she like took off her shirt in front of the white house in the 90s

 you know i don’t like onions

 i see now that this was the wrong time for me to make a joke

 i really want a cat

 i just really like cats
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 once more, without restraint
 
 
  i was crying at you again 
 but messier this time, more desperate, more heaving
 it’s a miracle any of us make it anywhere carrying all this shit around
 all the time
 the indignity of having both to suffer and to explain your suffering

 here are the damages inflicted, catalogued and in chronological order, for 
 your review
 plus here is a lesson on homophobia
 with historical context
 laid out as gently as possible
 to avoid upsetting you and being subjected to more

 imagine having such an underdeveloped understanding of self, of
 relationships
 to think only cruel people make cruel decisions

 that one could avoid cruelty altogether, as a category
 as if cruelty isn’t a fundamental component of the human condition
 all wrapped up with empathy, with callousness, with carefulness
 like you could extract it out or leave it off the menu entirely
 how blissfully uncomplicated! 

	 you	will	never	find	a	queer	person	delusional	enough	to	believe	that
 we don’t have the luxury of that bliss
 we have to see all of it
 reconcile the ugly with the soft 
 the conditions weaving throughout and between the unconditional 

 the magic of queerness
 is not that we are all subjected to the same forms of punishment
 of silence, alienation, of excommunication
 it is not this forced resiliency 
 to the hostile world uninterested in addressing our wounds or their
 responsibility

 the magic of queerness is not that my family hurt me so badly i couldn’t do 
 anything but cry in your lap 

 there is no magic in that
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  here is the magic:

	 when	i	think	about	the	way	the	light	filters	through	the	curtains	and	lands	
 on your shoulders and sort of dances there and i feel so overwhelmed by it i 
 think i could move mountains with this but i just want to look at you  

 which happens sometimes

 when you are making coffee or assembling a bookshelf or searching for your 
 bathrobe or moving my hair out of my face or reading a menu or not putting 
 away your laundry or looking out the window or

 

LINNEA BRETT IS A LESBIAN LIVING IN BUFFA-
LO, NY. HER FIRST BOOK I’M NOT EVEN THAT 

INTO ASTROLOGY WAS PUBLISHED WITH GHOST 
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WOULD LIKE TO THANK CLARISSA FISCHER FOR 

HER CONTRIBUTIONS TO “THINGS I SAID TO MY 
GIRLFRIEND WHILE CRYING.”
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LIZ BOWEN
 

 Piß
 
 
 When I am twelve my mother meets with the principal of my middle school 
 to discuss my piss. Recently students have been told that in the hallways we 
 are to carry foam-green cards printed with twelve checkboxes. When all 
 twelve are checked, we don’t go to the bathroom until the next quarter 
 semester. My mother has never heard the word ableism, but she storms into 
	 the	office	with	her	heels	smoking—

                       \\                                               
                          \\                                              
                          //\\   WHAT
                        //    \\   MY
                      //    //\\\  DAUGHTER
                    //      \\  \\  DOES                                              
                  //       // \\   WITH                                              
                 ||        ||     ||  HER                                            
               // \\    //     ||  BLADDER
              ||   ||\\  ||      ||   IS
            //     \\ || \\     \\  NONE                                              
           ||         ||||   ||      ||  OF
           ||        // \\  \\  //   YOUR
            \\     ||    ||    |  ||   
            //    //   //    ||   ||       
           ||     ||    ||      ||   ||

                   approximately            how            many            times
 
	 											is												the												nurse’s												office												adequate
 
	 aren’t													you												concerned												/////												her										fitting												in
 
             //            can’t            just           be            her
 
	 peers												of												steel												and												sacrifice												who
 
             work            for            usual            relief:
                                                                                          (re)
                                                                                     ex       pulsion

                    ||    ||   ||  ||   ||
                    ||  //   //  ||  //
                    ||  ||   ||     \\\\
                   // //  //     //   ||
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 My mother explains the failures of my anatomy to people in suits. The way 
 sugar conjures slugs in my streams The way the body tries to push them 
 out with the trash The way held bags curdle toward infection. That is how I 
 would say it but She uses other words. We would both say / She does say / It 
 is OK for small animals to have to piss. 
 
 “The amount of water in my body is political.”[1]      
 
	 Twelve	years	old	and	pissing	my	guts	to	oblivion.	Traffic,	piss,	repeat.
 Seagram’s Ginger Ale, piss, repeat. Ten hour drive from Tennessee. Trying 
 not to throw up in the backseat, I weigh 56 pounds, the same as my pit bull. 
 When a dog is sick, she doesn’t go out of her way to tell you. Neither does a 
	 twelve	year	old	girl.	But	the	body	cries	out	like	a	drowning,	with	flailings	you	
 have to learn how to look for.
 
 At this time, 2002, there is no Affordable Care Act. My mother on the phone 
 with Blue Cross, asking how I am meant to survive adulthood. I will never 
	 afford,	but	I	can	always	have	a	job	with	benefits.	(There	is	no	Great	Reces-
 sion either.) My parents save money and I attend middle school. When pain 
	 flashes	across	my	bladder	like	a	spotlight	on	a	swimming	pool,	I	learn	to	ride	
 it. I hold pain and the future in the same failed organ.
 
                   // //   //   //   ||
                   ||  ||  //   //   //
                  //  ||  ||     \\  ||
                //    ||  ||        \\||
              //||   // //          ||||
             ||  ||  ||   \\         ||||
             ||   \\ \\  ||         ||||
              \\   ||  \\//       //||
                ||  ||   ||||        || \\

	 I	escape	my	first	run-in	with	a	hard-on	by	fleeing	to	the	girls’	room.	I	pee	for	
 a minute straight.

            //   ||    ||||      ||   \\
           ||    //  ////     //    //
         //    ||   || ||    //      ||

 [1] Porpentine Charity Heartscape, “Hot Allostatic Load,” The New Inquiry, May 11, 2015.
 thenewinquiry.com/hot-allostatic-load
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  A few years later, my brother and I start typing “piß” to each other in AOL  
 Instant Messenger, back and forth in larger and larger font, brighter and  
 brighter colors, against darker and darker backgrounds. An anti-Penis Game:  
	 no	sound,	no	risk,	no	admonishing	public	sphere.	Delight	in	the	funny	fluids	
 of both body and language. ß like two dicks pissing onto the same spot. ß 
 like a stream down a pile of rocks. At this time, I am abusing my organs, 
 treating them as normal people treat theirs / as if they don’t exist. If any-
 thing, I reuse the dusty old tubes and syringes at the bottom of my bag. 
 Illness isn’t cute, and I am already a sexual latecomer. Line the eyes and 
 stuff the bra / tuck the disease device under the waistband. Ignore invisible 
 symptoms / hide the others. But still there is pee. Inconvenient in its
 insistences, its interrupted timelines, its orbit around dependable spaces. 
 I’m bouncing in front of the microphone / I’m crossing my legs at the front 
	 of	the	class	/	I’m	quietly	unbuttoning	my	fly	in	the	car.	
 
 I’m wondering if the Aetna representative hears me peeing at the other end 
 of this call. I thought there was no deductible.
 
 I’m wondering what if I just did it during sex instead of always tensing my 
 passageways?
 
             (BURN
                         AND BURN 
                                                AND HOLD YOUR WASTE 
                                                                                               AND WAIT FOR HIM 
                                                                                                                             TO FINISH) 

        //   ||   || ||                                         \\\\
       ||     ||  // \\                                         ||  ||
      //    //  ||    \\                                       ||  ||
     ||     ||    \\    ||                                     // //||
     ||   //     //   //                                   //   ||  \\
     ||  ||      ||    \\                                  ||\\  ||  //
   //  //     //      ||                                 // ||  ||  \\
                //    ||      ||      //                                 || //   \\  \\
 
 Imagine that sprawling lawn saturated with yellow water. Imagine it 
 sloshing up the steps. 
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 The heiress wincing and trashing her  heels. Masses of salt-licking mountain
 goats making pilgrimage to D.C. 
 
 If every one of us sick, unregulated, incontinent found relief in front of the 
 president’s house at the same time. 

   \\   \\    \\    \\                               // //     //  //
   ||   //    //||   ||\\                           //|| ||     ||\\ \\                          
  // //     ||  \\ //  \\                        || ||   \\   || ||   ||
  ||  ||    //    || ||   //                       ////    //  // ||   ||
  \\ ||    \\   \\||   ||                        || \\   || //  //    ||
   ||  \\    \\   \\\ \\                      //  //  ///  //     //
   ||    ||   //     ||||  ||                    //   || // \\ ||      ||
   \\   \\ ||       \\\ \\                 //   // ||    ||  \\    \\
   //   // ||        //\\ \\               ||  //  //   //    ||      \\
  //    ||  \\      ||    \\||             //  ||    \\ //    //         \\
  ||     \\   \\    ||   // \\          //   //     || ||   //             \\
 
  SOME RECIPES FOR THE NEW REGIME:
 
 
 Piss on a photograph of every middle-aged white man who sleeps with his 
  students. Set an intention for all of their computer and cloud data  
  to disappear.
 Piss on federal property the day after inauguration. Shield a stranger with 
  your protest sign as they piss while screaming FUCK TRUMP.
 Piss messily all over the bathroom in the Wisconsin convenience store that 
  sells bumper stickers for men who want to shoot their wives.
 Take a little too long of a piss because you’re in an apartment full of rich 
  people who say hello while looking slightly over your shoulder. You 
  are alone with your piss rat self. 
 
 Piss in a bottle to make it to the march on time.
 Piss cause you’re trying to squirt.
 Piss in the mouth of your favorite museum.
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 Piss princess
 Piss wife
 Piß Christ
 Piss dreams—
           wake up sprinting
  In the woods 
  in the woods 
  in the woods

  Profeß no shame in stopping frequently while walking outside.
 You will never sleep through a night. 

 
 

 At 3 a.m. you stumble out through the black slugs of the
 Olympic mountains and squat a little longer than you need to, looking up. 

 
 

 The sky is black with streaks of milk. Almost animal.
 

 

“Piß” WAS LONGLISTED FOR THE
2018 PEACH GOLD IN POETRY.
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 p.ß.
 
 
 I HAVE TOLD A POWERFUL PERSON
 THE MOUNTAIN IS NOT WHERE YOU THINK IT IS
 THE DOG DIDN’T PISS WHERE YOU THINK IT PISSED
 AND HERE WITH MY SPELL ETCHED INTO THE DIRT
 I PROUDLY SPROUT PYRITE IN THE THROAT
 
 I AM NOT AT HOME IN THE MINERAL
 WHICH I MAINTAIN CAN’T HAVE VITALITY
 BUT CAN HAVE MAGIC IN THE WHITE RIVER
 ON THE HERPES MOUNTAIN THAT MASTICATES
 AND LEAVES ME WITHOUT A THEORIZING BRAIN
 
 I PUT TWO HEXES ON THE PRESIDENT
 AND TWO ON ALPHAS WHO THINK THEY’RE DIFFERENT
 I START EVERY NEW POEM WITH “in the . . .”
 SO I REMEMBER WHERE I’VE MADE RUINS
 

LIZ BOWEN (SHE/HER/HERS) IS A WRITER AND 
LITERARY SCHOLAR LIVING IN NEW YORK. SHE IS 

THE AUTHOR OF THE POETRY COLLECTION
SUGARBLOOD (METATRON PRESS, 2017), AND HER 

POETRY AND ESSAYS HAVE APPEARED OR ARE 
FORTHCOMING IN LIT HUB, THE NEW INQUIRY, 

COSMONAUTS AVENUE, DREAM POP PRESS, THE 
ATLAS REVIEW, AND ELSEWHERE. SHE IS A PH.D. 
CANDIDATE IN ENGLISH AND COMPARATIVE LIT-
ERATURE AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, WHERE SHE 
IS WORKING ON A DISSERTATION THAT TRACES 

DISABILITY AND ANIMALITY AS INTERTWINED 
SITES OF LITERARY EXPERIMENTATION IN THE 

LONG TWENTIETH CENTURY.
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MARINA BLITSHTEYN
 

 frida kahlo
 
 

 what happens in culture

	 is	one	woman	goes	first

 and gets tortured

 the next one less

 by some generation

 a woman’s a costume

 a custom, a dress
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 language
 
 
 i don’t deserve it, he said last night
 i think he meant head
 who does
 it’s a gift from the gods
 but if we got what we deserved i would be pregnant rn with my 3rd
 
 i deserve to keep living and babies are how
 or they’re one way
 the other is language
 but you don’t deserve it

 

  
 

MARINA BLITSHTEYN WAS ONCE A REFUGEE 
FROM THE SOVIET UNION, RAISED IN BUFFALO, 
NY. HER FIRST FULL-LENGTH COLLECTION, TWO 

HUNTERS, WILL BE PUBLISHED BY ARGOS BOOKS 
IN 2018 WITH A CLMP FACE-OUT GRANT. PRIOR 

CHAPBOOKS INCLUDE RUSSIAN FOR LOVERS, 
NOTHING PERSONAL, $KILL$, AND THE

FORTHCOMING SHEET MUSIC WITH 
SUNNYOUTSIDE PRESS.
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MATHIAS SVALINA
 

 from Thank You Terror
 
 
 Summer leaves me
 nothing to disprove.
 
 All the scabs
 are gone
 
 & left behind
 is something born
 
 a thousand times,
 a slickness
 
 of renovation,
 of disaster.
 
 I was reborn
 so many times,
 
 & so many times
 I fucked it up.
 
 I played my part.
 
 But that’s not what’s interesting
 what’s interesting
 
 is something I can’t
	 find	a	way	to	say
 
 without guessing
 at what I was
 
 in all the broken couches
 of the day
 
 without guessing
 at what I am
 
 without tracking
 bad water back
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 from the ocean
 to the shore
 
 to the river
 to the sink
 
 without guessing
 what’s before me
 
 in the dark
 slur
 
 of the world
 we love,
 
 a catalogue, an aspect
	 reflected	onto
 
 each body encased
 in its preferred shackle
 
 each body
 a body of dust
 
 held together
 by its own careful gravity.
 
 Insight, wisdom, clarity:
 these things
 
 mirrors hold
 against us
 
 in the drawn form
 & pressure
 
 of the body
 in relation
 
 to the body’s
 loss.
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 from Thank You Terror
 
 
 I’m watching a dog 
 stand at a glass door
 waiting for its person,
 fogging the glass 
 with each breath, 
	 first	sitting,	
 then standing,
 then sitting, 
 then standing.
 And even this 
 I can’t help
 but see as suffering. 
 
 Suffering binding faith 
 into paper.
 Suffering betailing 
 each word 
 like tin cans tied 
 to an off-duty limo
 while people 
 drink from poisoned wells
	 &	trees	explode	in	wildfires
 & the violences of masculinity
 get propped up
 by advertised headlines 
 of bladed cocks.
 
 What is the antidote 
	 to	a	fiddle	
 when only slogans 
 line the shelves 
 at the Safeway, 
 at the demolition site, 
 at our vast buffets 
 of fog & excuse?
 Our repaired despairs 
 heap into pyramids
 of broken phones 
 & leaking batteries. 
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 Such suffering in hope,
 in the desire to believe 
 in an appendix. 
 
 We are at the tombs 
 scratching names 
 into the stone,
 but whose names
 when names 
 are just a located rope?
 
 The dog’s person 
 comes to the door. 
 And the dog sits. 
 
 Each day I pretend
 I see the sky
 when I look 
 at the sky. 

MATHIAS SVALINA IS THE AUTHOR OF FIVE 
BOOKS, MOST RECENTLY THE WINE-DARK SEA 

FROM SIDEBROW BOOKS. HE IS AN EDITOR FOR 
OCTOPUS BOOKS & RUNS A DREAM DELIVERY 

SERVICE (WWW.DREAMDELIVERYSERVICE.COM).
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MEGHANN BOLTZ
 

 live girls
 
 
 i’m a joke 

  a laugh 

 a hoot

		 a	five	cent	peep	show	

  without a single chirp

  my curtain’s stuck & 

  the slot sticks 

  no one can slide their coin in

  feeling bad the Plexiglas® 

  asks me to dance 

  i do

  but the regret comes quickly

  now i’m done there’s 

  nowhere for either of us to go 

  it’s awkward after that 

  i chew glitter just to stay 

  awake & hope its sharp edges 

  take my edge off too 

  the harsh of the sharp is alert 

  & silvery 
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 it makes me reel

  i close my eyes & pretend

  i’m plastic like my shoes 

  my cheap 

  plastic 

  magic shoes that give me 

  an en pointe upright arch & 

 wishbone legs that splay 

  i’m my own modern day Barbie® 

 just without the Dreamhouse® 

  or the fast pink car or 

  the sexless man 

  who only wants to hold hands 

  but i’ve got things she doesn’t 

  like the downtown train  

  & this broken box 

  where even the window 

 leers at me

WE NOMINATED “LIVE GIRLS” FOR A PUSHCART 
PRIZE IN DECEMBER.
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 True R O M A N C E
 
 
 
 

Hypothesize. My own priapic fantasy. Don Draper. Walking
through the door. He strides over like he expected me. Kneels,
bows his head in my black & white lap and weeps with
masculinity.	 I	 run	 my	 fingers	 through	 his	 Hershey	 brown	 hair	 and
say it’s okay. (I would cry too, but I don’t know how). Marilyn
said one cannot love another, ever, really. Modus tollens.
Nevermind that. It’s MMXV and we’ve found the pharmakon: Flix
de Net. The closest thing to ding an sich. Binge & purge. Didn’t
you once say every woman is a Jackie or a Marilyn? We both
know that’s not true. I want to have a Coke with you.  Look across
two squeezebox straws & sherbert-orange Formica at you. A
peripatetic advertisement selling reticence as sexiness. One of your
ex-wives and I share a name. So, in a way, I already know what it
sounds like [when] your mouth wraps around mine. People say I
look like her, but my teeth are better.              She’s still prettier.
 
             If A, then B
             Not B
             Therefore, not A
 
I whisper your name. Don. More Wagnerian wedding march than
anything. Don. Synoptic. Hypnotic. Not that you don’t know your 
way around the polysyllabic. When you do speak, you have an
[efficacious]	 way	 with	 words.	 Exhaled	 like	 just	 thought	 of.	 But	 a
name shouldn’t sound like that. No. A name should sound like
your mouth has dressed-in-it-everyday. Which is not to say dirty
(Dick).  Which is not to say slang for that thing between your legs.
It took turning into somebody else to live up to your real name. I
say this out loud. When you lift your wet head from my newly
sodden lap, I have to look twice in your purboiled eyes before I
realize	 it’s	 just	 you,	 Jon	 Hamm.	 Painfilled	 and	 trying	 to	 find	 your
way home again. I’m sorry, I say. The only men for me are the
ones inside the t.v.       Your kneecaps give a few cracks as you
get to your feet.

“True R O M A N C E” WAS LONGLISTED
FOR THE 2018 PEACH GOLD IN POETRY.

MEGHANN BOLTZ IS A POET LIVING IN BUFFA-
LO, NY. SHE RECENTLY COMPLETED AN MA IN 

CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF EAST ANGLIA AND HER WORK HAS PREVI-
OUSLY APPEARED IN COSMONAUTS AVENUE, 

GLITTERMOB, BAD PONY, LOR, AND DREAM POP. 
HER FIRST CHAPBOOK REBEL/BLONDE CAME OUT 

THIS SUMMER WITH BOTTLECAP PRESS.
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OSCAR d’ARTOIS
 
 

Surprise View

We drive to some abbey/estate ruins nearby, for 
something to do, because it is the countryside 
and we are bored and for once we have a car, 
and your parents gave us these passes that let 
us get in for free. When we get there I think, 
wow. Very old. I say, I feel like every time I come 
to a place like this, I just wind up wondering what 
it is that, as a kid, got me so exhilarated by ruins 
like this in the first place. Or wishing I could get 
back to that place. 
 
You say, That’s why people have children. So they 
can experience someone more clueless than them 
getting excited about clambering about on some 
old pieces of rock. You say, You get very little in-
dependence, as a child. We laugh. I say, It’s kind 
of sad. 
 
We walk more. We keep seeing pheasants walk-
ing around. Can you shoot them? I ask, even 
though neither of us eats meat. Pheasants 
don’t seem very smart. We walk by a café and 
think about going in for a hot chocolate, may-
be spiked, then decide against it. You have to 
drive and anyway it is the middle of the day and 
we are trying not to spend money. A descriptive 
sign requests that you note the vibrant colors 
of the trees: gorgeous golds, radiant reds, fiery 
oranges. I tell you I am disappointed that they 
didn’t keep the alliteration going, but can’t 
think of an appropriate adjective that starts 
with o. Ostentatious, ominous, obnoxious?
 
Later we walk through a statue garden. We see 
a family in the distance, pointing & giggling at 
one of the statues. The little boy in the family is 
jumping up, trying to touch a bit of the statue, 
then cackling. The statue is of a bearded man 
carrying	 a	 smaller	 figure,	 seemingly	 against	
their will, over his shoulder. We realize that the 
boy	is	trying	to	touch	the	bearded	figure’s	balls	
(his penis having fallen off). At the same time, 
we realize that, through the back of its legs, 

the	smaller	figure	being	whisked	away	also	has	
a pair of balls, which are near the older one’s 
mouth.	The	space	between	the	two	is	filled	with	
grass. I tell you that I think it might be “the rape 
of ganymede,” although really I have no idea. 
You say, Ganymede was raped?? I say, Well, some 
people say kidnapped . . .
 
We keep walking. You are ready to go but there 
is another part of the gardens that I had wanted 
to explore. We climb up a hill into the forest. I 
say, It’ll be good for us. We haven’t been getting 
much exercise since it started getting colder. 
Near the top of the hill there is a tunnel made 
of old stones, and inside of it, it’s very dark. I 
wonder out loud if any abbots were murdered 
here, although what I am really wondering is 
if monks came here to have sex, in spite of the 
fact that it isn’t clear whether we are on estate 
or abbey grounds.
 
(Later, we will disagree about who was picturing 
the monks having sex, and you will insist you 
brought it up out loud. I will assume—wrongly, 
it turns out—that you would have meant with 
girls from the estate, whereas I was picturing it 
as between the monks themselves.)
 
We	find	a	 little	 temple-like	 cupola	 to	 sit	 in	&	
look out from & feel bored, mostly. We are about 
to go back down when we see an arrow-shaped 
sign that reads Anne Boleyn, Temple, Surprise 
View. We decide to follow it. It is worth it. The 
view covers the river, the radiant trees, the 
crumbling abbey in the distance. It looks like 
a romantic painting. The viewing point itself 
involves a sort of enclosed space behind a wall 
that is surrounded by trees, so it is only when 
you walk through an opening in the wall that 
you can actually see the view. A nearby sign ex-
plains that it has undergone different incarna-
tions, and that sometimes there was a door you 
could open, so that the “surprise” wouldn’t be 
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revealed to your guest until you wanted it to be. 
 
We sit and you take my phone and scroll 
through the pictures I took a few minutes ago 
while I look out at the view. I say, Maybe we can 
just enjoy this & look at pictures later, then feel 
stupid, like I’ve preemptively ruined whatever 
moment I was thinking we or I might have. I 
can’t stop thinking of what I think is a Henry 
David Thoreau quote, A man looks out over a 
landscape in order to look into himself, while vi-
sualizing a painting a former roommate always 
had hanging above his desk, of a man with coat 
tails and a cane and top hat standing at the edge 
of a cliff, looking out towards the horizon in a 
gathering storm at dusk, as huge waves break 
against the rocks around him. 
 
I keep staring at the abbey, the surrounding 
trees, the birds circling it, the river snaking 
through the grounds, the rays of late afternoon 
sunshine streaming through the arches where 
its stained-glass windows must’ve been. What 
is it that people are supposed to get out of this? 
I want to have an epiphany. I want this to do 
more or mean more than just be a view of earth, 
water, sky. I want to be up to feeling the feelings 
that the surprise view is supposed to inspire. 
You hand me my phone back and for a minute 
we both sit there staring at the view, in stilted 
silence. Then you say, I guess people have been 
sitting here looking at this view for over 300 years. 
You look at me & smile & say, Do you think any-
one has had sex here? You place a joking hand on 
my knee & slowly drag it up my thigh.

An older man walks through the door into the 
“viewing area.” He says, ‘Ello there. I say, Time 
to go, and get up quickly. You look at me fun-

ny, then say, okay. Afterwards, you tell me you 
think the surprise view was just there so people 
could seduce their guests. I say, I guess. 
 
You run down the hill shouting,  Aaaaaaaaaahh-
hhh I can’t stop!!! and wait for me at the bottom. 
I half-smile when you look up. Why did the lovely 
view make you cross? you say, overemphasizing 
the o in lovely like we do when we are poking 
fun at something, or to signify that we are still 
in normal, kidding mode. I say, It didn’t, I don’t 
know, I’m sorry—even though it obviously has. 

We pass more pheasants. They look like idiots 
when they are scurrying away. We go back into 
the ruins and I decide to clamber up a pile of 
rocks, even though I’m an adult. I climb to a 
point that is high & precarious, atop an archway 
that seems like it’s on the verge of collapse. I sit 
there, perching. We take pictures of each other 
from the different angles with our phones, me 
up here, you down there. I say, You look small. 
You say, It’s getting dark. 
 
I jump down and we head back towards the car. 
On the way there I suddenly feel better, lighter. 
When I hit the ground, I mess up my hand, al-
though I won’t realize this for hours. For now, 
I just use it to take yours, and swing our arms 
back & forth a little. 
 
Who cares about what kind of sex the monks 
had.

What is it that people are 
supposed to get out of this? I 
want to have an epiphany. I 

want this to do more or mean 
more than just be a view of 

earth, water, sky. I want to be 
up to feeling the feelings that 
the surprise view is supposed 

to inspire.
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from Boat Camp

Call me Sweetmeats. 
 
That’s what everyone called me on the sailboat, 
or at least they did until the captain, Chuck, 
called an emergency disciplinary council on 
deck one morning and proceeded to deliver a 
long-winded, concerned pep talk about how we 
were not to call each other insensitive names. 
 
He didn’t mention my nickname, but everyone 
knew he was talking about me. I hadn’t really 
minded all that much. I had felt embarrassed, 
granted, and a bit picked on, maybe, but you 
sort of expect that when you’re the intern, or at 
least I did. It wasn’t something I couldn’t take, 
and certainly wasn’t the thing that had both-
ered me the most about working on the boat.
 
I	found	it	flattering,	in	a	way,	more	than	some	
other nicknames I’d had anyway. Which may 
have been because of the way I got it. What had 
happened was, I’d gone over to our rival boat to 
hang	out	with	the	first	mate,	Betty,	one	evening,	
and the following morning, I’d woken up with 
a bunch of hickeys on my neck. Unfortunately, 
for the purposes of both not-being-laughed-at 
and security, it is ill-advised to use standard 
hickey-concealing technology, such as scarves, 
while onboard Traditional Sailing Vessels. You 
wouldn’t want it to get caught in the rigging. 
As a result, my hickeys were fully visible to the 
rest of the crew for a good week, and so the 
nickname caught on, or at least it did until the 
captain’s Big Talk. After that, nobody really 
called me Sweetmeats anymore, at least not in 
front of him. Still, for the purposes of this sto-
ry, let’s pretend that’s what everyone called me 
throughout my Time at Sea.
 

*
 
The reason I got on the boat is that I knew I 
had to get away. From my life in general, but 
also from my immediate circumstances. What 
happened was everyone in my family suddenly 
left the beach house in Massachusetts except 
my grandparents and me. I didn’t know how to 

speak to them beyond saying Thanks for the sal-
ad and Sorry I woke up so late, and they didn’t 
seem to be going anywhere soon, so I knew I 
had to be the one to go. I had recently informed 
the college I’d been attending for a year that 
I would not be returning in the fall. Maybe I 
can do something with my hands for a while, I’d 
thought. I’d never done anything like that be-
fore, but it struck me as sounding nice, like it 
might give me a break from being stuck inside 
my mind.  
 
I had a vague dream of “escaping into nature,” 
but wanted to do so in a way that didn’t leave 
me completely to my own devices. I lacked the 
passion & determination of that guy from Into 
the Wild. And while I was perfectly happy to 
romanticize myself and my actions to a degree 
probably too unseemly to mention, I wasn’t 
quite ready to die for it all at the end. Because 
then I wouldn’t be in control of the narrative. 
And then what would be the point of having 
done	it	in	the	first	place?	

 
I thought about places where I liked pictur-
ing my body, in dramatic, monastic offer-
ings-up-of-itself. I thought about the sea, I 
thought about the desert. Of the two, the sea 
seemed less intimidating. I had never seen the 
desert, and I didn’t like the idea of being far 
away from water. What if I got thirsty? 
 
I thought about going to Boston or somewhere, 
wandering the docks, trying to hop onto any old 
boat,	the	first	one	that	would	take	me.	I’d	heard	
you could get work on cargo ships fairly easily, 
but I’d also heard that boys like me had a decent 
chance of running into trouble once you were 
quasi-alone and out at sea. And while the idea 
of being taken by a real, rugged sailor under a 
vast & land-free sky didn’t seem entirely unap-
pealing, I still had enough of a grasp on reality 
to be able to distinguish some fantasies from it, 

I had a vague dream of 
“escaping into nature,” but 

wanted to do so in a way that 
didn’t leave me completely to 

my own devices.
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in terms of what was probably in my best in-
terest. So I decided to look for other options 
instead. 
 
On the beach growing up, I remembered some-
times seeing an enormous sailboat anchored not 
too far off from shore, close enough that I could 
have swum out to it, potentially, if I hadn’t been 
so scared of the sharks I felt convinced were al-
ways lurking just beneath the waer’s surface. I 
remembered feeling drawn by the boat. It had a 
flag	with	a	dog	on	it.	I	later	learned	it	was	part	
of a sailing company called the Big Dog Sailing 
Company. This was different from Big Dog, the 
underwear & t-shirt company. 
 
I got wind of someone in town who had worked 
for them. I asked him how he got the gig. He 
told me he’d gone onto a website called www.
sailtraining.org and checked out the “billet 
bank.” I had no idea what a billet bank was 
but it sounded like money, so I did what he 
said. There were lots of job offers on the billet 
bank. I applied to the Spirit of Virginia’s call for 
a “deckhand/intern,” because that seemed like 
the lowliest position on offer, and I had exactly 
zero boat experience. 
 
The next day, I got a call. Chuck, the captain, in-
troduced himself and asked me why I wanted to 
get on a boat. I need to get away from my grand-
parents, I said. He seemed to like that. He told 
me to go ahead and hop on a bus to Portland. 
Portland? I asked. Wouldn’t it be faster if I flew?
 
Portland, Maine, kid—he replied, then hung up. 

*

I said my goodbyes to my grandparents. They 
were brief. In my gruffest, deepest voice, I told 
my grandfather, who had been in the navy 
during World War II, and whose ostensible at-
tachment to the idea of the ocean I believed I 
shared, that I was sure the whole idea of sail-
ing would quickly seem less romantic to me as 
soon as I lived on a boat for a while. He conced-
ed the type of glance and half-smile one might 
describe as “knowing,” which is about as far as 
bonding ever got with him. My grandmother, 
who had contracted depression and anxiety at 
some point in my early to mid-teens, said May-
be it will be like “The Perfect Storm.” I told her I 

had never seen or read it. She asked if I wanted 
to borrow the DVD. I said I didn’t know if they’d 
have a DVD player on board, and besides, I had 
been asked to pack light, since there wasn’t 
much room on boats. 

 
Just before I left, they took a picture of me. In 
it, I have almost completely shaved my head, 
for some reason, as if I were on my way to join 
the	military.	But	I	am	also	wearing	flowing	lin-
en pants, a very “this was bought at urban out-
fitters”	type	t-shirt,	and	a	pair	of	silver	boots.	I	
don’t really know what I was going for and I’m 
not sure I did then, either. Maybe just change. 
 

*
 
When I arrived in Portland it was almost mid-
night. It was August, so it wasn’t cold, but it was 
misty, so you couldn’t see shit. I walked through 
the unfamiliar streets, carting the one or two 
canvas bags I’d brought along with me until I 
made it to the docks. Everything was still, and 
there was no one to be seen. Since I had no fur-
ther instructions apart from “go to the docks,” 
I started playing a game called “guess which 
boat it is you’re sailing off on in the morning.” I 
climbed onto several, trying to peer in through 
the skylights and hatches. Hello? I squeaked 
into an open hatch. No answer. Hurlo? I tried 
again, a little louder, down the hatch of a bigger, 
more promising looking boat. HeLLO?? I called 
out loudly, in the direction of the largest ship I 
could make out. 
 
In the distance, a light came on, the beam of it 
emerging through a hole in the deck of a boat, 
one of the ones you had to walk over several 
other boats to get to, as they were all moored 
to each other. Other than a streetlamp, it was 
the	only	light	in	the	port,	so	I	flung	all	my	hope	
into it. I started making my way over the boats 
that were between me and the light. I tripped 
on a rope and nearly fell into the crack between 
two ships. Fuck, I muttered, or at least thought 
I muttered, because then I heard some rum-

I had no idea what a billet 
bank was but it sounded like 
money, so I did what he said.
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maging from below the deck where the light 
was coming from, and a strawberry head of hair 
came popping out, followed by a pale, freckly 
face. 
 
Hey! I’m Jamie! the head called cheerfully, wav-
ing. I’m the senior ABS on this ship! I said, You’re 
the what? She said, Never mind, you must be the 
new intern! Come on down, the others have gone 
out to the bar, they’ll be back late.
 
She walked me down the ladder and showed 
me around. Jamie was wearing tevas and cargo 
shorts and a colorful stretchy tank top of some 
sort. She immediately struck me as the shy, 
goofy kid in school—a little lumbering, maybe, 
but mostly kind.
            
She waved me down and offered to give me 
“the tour.” She showed me the middle section 
of the ship, where the dining room was. It had a 
massive fancy oak table in the middle, and was 
lined with two rows of 6 long grey curtains on 
each side. Hidden behind these curtains were 
the beds where the guests and volunteers slept, 
she explained. Then she gestured towards the 
back of the ship. Don’t go there. That’s where the 
captain and first mate sleep. We walked further 
towards the front of the boat, into a hallway. 
This is the galley, she said, motioning towards 
the right at what was clearly a kitchen. And this, 
she	said,	tapping	her	fingers	on	the	closed	door	
next to her, is the head. The what? I asked. The 
head, she said. The head of what? She turned 
around and looked at me with something like 
concern. The bathroom.
 
She moved deeper into the boat and pushed an-
other door open further. And this, she gestured 
sweepingly, is where you will be sleeping, along 
with the rest of the crew. It was a small room nes-
tled into the bottom of the boat’s prow, with 8 
bunk beds—four bottoms, four tops. She point-
ed to the lower front left bunk. That’s you. You 
can put your stuff in the drawer underneath. I 
eyed my new quarters. I’ll let you get settled, she 
said, and left, leaving the door ajar. 
 
Stuffing	my	bags	into	the	tiny	drawer	beneath	
my mattress, feeling relieved I’d only brought 
a couple pairs of shoes, a notebook, and zero 
DVDs, I tried to adjust to my new surroundings. 
I noticed my own private cubby hole window. 

Looking out, I could just make out the hull of the 
next boat, a couple stars, and the dark water, or 
maybe it was just the sound of the water I could 
hear, lapping at the panelling near the bottom 
of the window. I pulled off my shoes and pulled 
back the curtain, suddenly appreciative of the 
small privacy it afforded. I noticed the way the 
water made the boat rock back and forth gen-
tly, like a zero gravity cradle in the belly of a 
large, wooden something. I lay my head back on 
the pillow, fully clothed, feeling pleased to have 
found a nook far from everything I knew, and 
breathed in the air, letting the ocean’s move-
ments lull my thoughts towards abstraction.
 
In the morning, I woke up to the sun’s glare and 
the sound of Jamie shouting in my face. 
 

*
 
Sweetmeats! Are you not up yet? Everyone else 
has been for ages! We’re about to set sail! 

OSCAR d’ARTOIS WAS BORN IN 1989 IN PARIS, 
FRANCE. HE IS THE AUTHOR OF TEEN SURF GOTH 

(METATRON, 2015). FOR A LIVING, HE 
TRANSLATES THINGS.
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P.E. GARCIA
 
 the emperor’s new groove is set in Peru
 & stars David Spade
 
 
 my dad is asleep || he always sleeps
 during movies || but he tried
 
 when he heard there was a movie
 set in Peru, his homeland (!)
 
 he doesn’t understand
 why all the brown faces
 
 have white voices,
 & all the brown faces
 
 aren’t really that brown,
 & no-one really looks
 
 like they’ve ever seen the sun,
 let alone a Sun God.
 
 but here is his homeland (!)
	 once—twice—infinitely	colonized,
 
	 &	reflected	in	the	funhouse	mirror
 of America, he has nothing
 
 to do
 but sleep.
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 lambs picked off by the wolf
 
 
 is this funny yet?
 if i say your name over & over & over & over & over
 
 whelm you with the essence
 of our weakness
 if i tell you the skin of a lamb
 is as strong as my wrists
 will you laugh 
 
 i wish i was kidding
 i wish it was a joke
 
 but nothing is funny
 about the orbits 
 of death & desolation
 that circle our beings
 like celestial bodies of grief
 
 i wish i was kidding
 i wish it was a joke
  
 & that laughter would shame
 the wolf with knives
 
 out, ready to carve

 

P.E. GARCIA IS AN EDITOR-AT-LARGE FOR THE 
RUMPUS. THEY CURRENTLY LIVE IN

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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QUINN FLOM
 

  bodily D.I.Y.
 
 
 not WRONG BODY
 but GROWN BODY
 the same
 just rearranged
 
 i’m changing a tire in the driveway
 performing masculinity
 for the neighbours to see
 
 embodying possibilities
 with my homemade corporeality
 
 referencing judith butler
 so i can talk about gender
 without plagiarizing myself
 
 am i always going to feel this?
 
 tugging my shirt
 as if i will somehow be boy
 
 growing my hair
 as if i will somehow be girl
 
 carrying myself
 as though
 i am
 no longer
 weighed down
 
 carrying the weight of
 my iPhone
 autocorrecting
 HRT to HURT
 
 i wonder what Apple is trying to tell me
 about bodily becoming
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  futurity
 
 
 a million years in the future
             the earth doesn’t spin
       i left my voice in deep space
             i left my body in 2012
 i send u a text from the driveway about
	 						the	housefly’s	rapid	wings
 soft body
       static hum
 and u let me know i’m made of courage
       that if this body has no future
             i can leave it behind
       if this name is a sharp silver edge
 i can carve out something
       less like false history 
             on gravestone
       and more
             like home

 

QUINN FLOM IS A FIRE SIGN FROM TORONTO. 
THEIR WORK HAS BEEN PUBLISHED BY METATRON 

AND THE CONTINUIST. FIND THEM ON
INSTAGRAM @SOFTDOG1.
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SARA MAE
 
 In a 1926 Suburban Backyard, the Older Sister
 Explains How the Charleston Became Known as
 the Dance of Death
 
 
        When I die, taxidermy the torn pantyhose.
               In my eye sockets, let there be marbles
        from playing on the pavement, purple
 scuffed knees & our skin smelling like sky.

        Mortar & pestle my wrists with buttercups,
               so everyone may know what a liar I am,
        always was. You remember the Schnapps
 breath, orange peels, our laughter after

        I unhinged the backdoor with my left heel.
               Forgive me, for I have pinned
        a man to the mattress & tongued the pennies
 of his earlobes like a magic trick. Brass section

        bondage. The music begins like this. Flick
	 														of	the	fist	in	soil	pulling	out	bergamot	root.
        Home, sick of the light & how we turn gasoline
 sweet in chapel glass. The dance of baby’s breath

        & how we conduit all our mother’s shame,
               saccharine, saplings green in the love letter crease
        of cobblestones. It’s like this. The botany of a heel
 clicking bed frame. Pentacles of sweat beads

        & harvest moonlight like a creamsicle melting
	 														across	the	floor.	Look	at	you,	doing	your	hair
        as if it will stay. Finger curled through the end
 of a humid humming night. Across town,

        a trumpet is lamenting my good frankincense.
 How I crossed my legs like it would bring me luck.

 

“IN A 1926 SUBURBAN BACKYARD, THE OLDER SISTER 
EXPLAINS HOW THE CHARLESTON BECAME KNOWN 

AS THE DANCE OF DEATH” WAS AWARDED THE
2018 PEACH BRONZE IN POETRY BY GUEST JUDGE 

MORGAN PARKER.
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  Blood Becomes Blood Becomes Blood
 
 
 

 

A girl with no
moral:      I curl my eyelashes into

florals,					my	grandmother	
grew

gospel
sons instead                                                   

moral:      I crack eggs along the edge 
of the pan

singing
like laughter 

moral:      I run to the bus in my platforms
a stomach
 

cursing
full of anthems 

& tantrum
or I falsehood my way into touching 

how women all become 
cyanotype       
photographs without knowing 
blue     herons become 

her voice
re-telling

the way
of origin stories

men leave &
after she dies,
I hear she loved like                                        

I sing to
the moon 
myself      
 
naming her

blues a
glowing god
moral:      I take a man
in my mouth 
& somewhere in Depression-
era Pittsburgh smoke rises

like a hot coil unspooling
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from the tracks,
moral: home is the trains you hear

alone
beside him

she traced his name
into candle wax

moral:      I smile with my dimples, 
the	flames
 

lick & a man becomes
the	flood	
hungry
for a home

& I a debutante 
with tears

for oil                                                   
in my tights:

a spell
-ing

of legs 
of teeth

& names
our bodies burn

like blood

SARA MAE (SHE/HER) IS A BOOKSELLER AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE FEMININE EMPOW-

ERMENT MOVEMENT SLAM (FEMS) ORGANIZA-
TION. SHE IS THE AUTHOR OF PRIESTESS OF

TANKINIS OUT VIA GAME OVER BOOKS. SHE 
HOPES YOU THINK HER BANGS ARE

NOT TOO LONG.
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SASHA DEBEVEC-McKENNEY
 

  First African American Bachelorette, 2017
 
 
 I’m famous now. This morning I masturbated in a hammock.
 This afternoon, photo shoots. B-roll. Footage of me without love
 in my life. I throw rose petals in the air and put my hands out, 
 
 grabbing. The photographer says it’s about the falling
 not the having. Try and look more surprised. 
 If I pick a black guy it won’t play as well. Petal, petals. An entire rose 
 
 rests in my cleavage. I can pretend to love anyone for the right reasons. 
 Once my white friend told me if he shuts his eyes and imagines
 his bride she is white. I model my skills Miss America style: slowly
 
 bagging groceries with ease, hip out, french inhaling the perfect
 joint by the lake. I am more approachable in slow motion.
 I never believed in loving two people but then two people 
 
 loved me at once. Why stop at two? Why stop, ever,
 I’m already touching myself in this hot tub. Do I look
 okay? Am I enough? The limos are coming.

 

“FIRST AFRICAN AMERICAN BACHELORETTE, 2017” 
WAS AWARDED THE 2018 PEACH SILVER IN POETRY BY 

GUEST JUDGE MORGAN PARKER.
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  Black Girls
 
 
	 My	fifth	grade	teacher	saved	me	
 from being a black girl, 
 from being a black girl like the black girls 
	 in	fifth	grade	were	black	girls.	I	practiced	with	them
 
	 for	the	fifth	grade	talent	show—
 a dance to Bills Bills Bills by Destiny’s Child.
 I was the only one who had skin light
 as Beyonce’s. A week before the talent show
 they kicked me out. I couldn’t get my hips to stop 
 in the right places. The real black girls
 barely had to practice. 
 
 Mrs. Paley was the nice
 white lady and I was the girl with a ponytail
 too tight on her face. I had to be taught 
 what I looked like. 
 She told me she lost three pregnancies
 and it made me feel guilty 
 every time I spoke without raising my hand.  
 I told her I wanted to be a writer
 and she told me that in middle school, 
 you can’t be a writer unless you’re respectful. 
 She taught me how to be respectful.
 
 I could have been black instead.
 I could have been Kelly, or at least Michelle. 
 I could have had a baby in high school 
 and wrapped a do-rag around his head
 like a real black girl. She said that’s what real 
	 black	girls	did.	I	could	have	fit	in
 if it weren’t for Mrs. Paley and that word 
 she repeated to me over and over: potential, 
 potential, it was what I had
 and black girls didn’t. 

 

SASHA DEBEVEC-McKENNEY IS A GRADUATE OF 
BELOIT COLLEGE. BEGINNING IN THE FALL, SHE 

WILL BE THE RONA JAFFE GRADUATE FELLOW AT 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY.
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SENNAH YEE
 

  REAR WINDOW (1954)
 
 
 Women are mothers or wives. Women like fashion or camping. Women wear
 dresses or jeans. Women are blonde or brunette. Women die or live to be
 punished.

  
 
 FLOWER CROWN SNAPCHAT FILTER
 
 
 My skin is lighter and my eyes are wider and my nose is narrower and I
 secretly relish this for a maximum of 10 seconds.
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  GLITTERING NEW
 
 
 bone-cold runway beauty brimming with wine
 inky blue gown, space-age mosaics
 always attacked,
 never destroyed.

 

 

SENNAH YEE WRITES POETRY, WRITES ABOUT 
FILMS, AND WRITES POETRY ABOUT FILMS. HER 

DEBUT BOOK OF POETRY/NON-FICTION HOW DO 
I LOOK? IS AT METATRON PRESS. SHE IS A CINEMA 

& MEDIA STUDIES PHD STUDENT, FOCUSING HER 
THESIS ON GENDERED ROBOT DESIGN.

SOURCE:
Google search results for “glittering new.”
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EPISODES GIG POSTERS
Designed by MICKEY HARMON

MICKEY HARMON IS AN ILLUSTRATOR AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGNER BASED IN BUFFALO, NY. HE PRIDES HIMSELF 
ON COLLABORATING WITH LOCAL ARTISTS, WRITERS, 

AND ACTIVISTS TO BETTER REPRESENT THE CREATIVES IN 
HIS CIRCLE OF PEERS. HE HAS PUBLISHED THREE BOOKS: 
COLOR ME WHITE, THE LIFE & TIMES OF GROVEY CLEVES, 
AND A PIE-EYED NIGHT WITH PEGGY O’NEIL. HE LIVES IN 

ALLENTOWN, AN ARTS NEIGHBORHOOD IN BUFFALO, 
WITH HIS HUSBAND ROBERT AND

THEIR RABBIT FERNANDO.
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